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PREFACE

THE compiler of a book of verse bearing on South

African history will perhaps be said to have a some-

what limited field of operations ;
and the field, on

examination, is really more limited than it looks.

Taking the landing of Van Riebeek at the Cape in

1652 as the starting-point
1 of European expansion in

the southern portion of the continent, the history of

4 South Africa
',
from the European point of view, for

a century and a half thereafter is the history of the

fortunes and expansion of the Dutch settlement at the

Cape, which at the end of that period includes but

a fraction of the area of the Cape Province as it is

to-day. Not until so recently as the middle of the

nineteenth century or thereby, with the foundation of

the Overberg republics and the colonization of Natal,

does ' South Africa
'

approximate to the territorial

limits which the present generation associates with it.

To-day we sometimes jnclude loosely in the term not

merely the area embraced by the Union but the great

territory of Rhodesia as well
;

in other words, the

whole of British South Africa. The history of what

1 The earlier Portuguese settlements on the south-eastern

coasts lie outside the * South Africa' of ordinary parlance, and

of this volume, viz. British South Africa, and in any case they

were destined to be less fruitful in their -results.

^49103
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may be called
' Greater South Africa

'

is thus con-

tained, not in the last two and a half centuries, but

actually in little more than the last three-quarters

of a century.

While the field is thus limited, chronologically, it

cannot be said either to be altogether attractive. The

history of South Africa is the history of a country
devoid of a conscious national unity so important
a condition for the making of history of the best kind,

and also, it may be added, for the growth of a national

South African poetry. South Africa has been destined

to be a meeting-place of races, which, so far, have been

largely occupied in working out each its own salva-

tion, and it has suffered, in many ways, from the

disadvantages which that involves. Great national

movements, whether in peace or war, must abide the

rise of a South African nation, which as yet can hardly
be said to be more than in the birth-throes.

And yet, just because of this very complexity of

race and interests, history of some sort has been
4 made '

in South Africa more rapidly than in almost

any other field of European colonization of equal

age, certainly more rapidly than in any other of the

British dominions
;
and that history has all too often

been traced in blood. If *

civilysation doos git forrid

sometimes upon a powder-cart'
1

that, surely, has

always been its chosen vehicle in South Africa. *

It

(South Africa) has known war, invasion, revolt in all

their forms, has been baptized in the deep waters of

affliction, and has gone through the trials and suffer-

1

J. Russell Lowell, The Bigloiv Papers.
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ings which make peoples and men.' l And if in all

this fiery ordeal the highest national interest is lacking

if we have not presented to us the spectacle of

a people, one in blood and ideals, resisting to the

death aggression from without, but rather the clash

of discordant elements within this has not been with-

out its compensations : it has simply tended to throw

the individual into all the greater relief. South

African history, in fact, may be said to be eminently

individual, episodic, spectacular; and as such it is

peculiarly suited, in regard to its presentation through

poetical forms, to the genius of the ballad. The
individual feats of bravery the * deeds of derring-do

'

with which it is so plentifully studded, would have

appealed to the Homeric minstrel who sang
4 the

glories of men.' A brave deed, irrespective of the

cause in which it is performed, is appreciated,'as such,

by men of whatever race, creed, or colour.

4 There is neither East nor West, Border, nor Breed,
nor Birth,

When two strong men stand face to face, tho' they
come from the ends of the earth.'

Viewed in this light, the exploits of a Marthinus

Oosthuyse or a Dirk Uys, of a Dick King or a Mel-

ville and a Coghill, are a priceless heritage from the

South Africa of the past to the South Africa of the

future; and in days when 'old, unhappy, far-off things
'

are becoming more and more a memory, they may
well be of inestimable value in uniting the two white

1 Sir C. P. Lucas, A Historical Geography of the British

Colonies, Vol. iv, Part I, p. 330.
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peoples by the surest of all bonds a genuine appre-
ciation of each other's worth.

In the following collection of poems, culled from

widely different sources, South African and other,

and arranged in chronological order, some attempt
has been made to present these and other episodes in

the pageant of South African history. In the light

of what has been remarked in the first paragraph, the

reader will be prepared to find that the great majority
of the poems deal with events which lie within the

last century. Though the stream of South African

history, regarded as the necessary sequence of cause

and effect, is no doubt one and continuous, yet that

stream, like most other streams, is feebler at the

fountain-head, and, for the purposes of the anthologist,

it may even be said sometimes to disappear under-

ground. Particularly in the century and a half of the

rule of the Dutch East India Company at the Cape
there are arid stretches relieved by few events which

can be said to owe the preservation of their memory
to the services of the vates sacer.

Bearing in mind that the poems have been selected

for their historical interest, and that seldom can

the selector, in this case, be said to be confronted

with an einbarras de richesse in the matter of

resources, equality of poetical merit will not be looked

for throughout, though it is hoped that none, or few,

of the pieces will be judged to be valueless in this

respect. While considerable care and research have

been expended in their selection, the editor is fully

conscious that there may be, and doubtless are

lurking in the columns of magazines or crying out of
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more obvious sources poems which might quite well

have been included, or which might have replaced
a poem which has been chosen on the same subject.

At the same time he trusts that no considerable event

in the period covered by the book that has attracted

the attention of reputable versifiers has been omitted,

and that none of those which have been included has

been totally inadequately represented.
In the case of poems referring to events of the

earlier history, it has been thought advisable, for the

benefit of the general reader, to prefix a fairly full

historical note
;
in the case of more recent events, with

which he may be supposed to be more conversant or

information regarding which is more easily accessible,

a briefer historical setting has been deemed sufficient.

Of the foot-notes, those which are directly due to the

author of a poem are indicated by A ;
the rest (other

than equivalents of Dutch and Kaffir terms) are mostly
to be attributed to the editor. These are offered with

some apology to the mature reader; by others they

may be found not to be superfluous and may save the

trouble of reference to other sources of information.

It remains to tender grateful acknowledgement for

permission to include poems and extracts to the fol-

lowing authors and publishers: Mr. William Blane

and Messrs. Constable, for one poem from A Ballad

of Men, and other Verses ;
Mr. Lance Fallaw and

Messrs. Macmillan & Co., for three poems from Silver-

leafand Oak, and for one poem and an extract from

An A mpler Sky ;
Sir Edward Cook and Mr. Edward

Arnold, for l Three Epitaphs
'

by Mr. F. E. Garrett,
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from Sir E. T. Cook's Edimtnd Garrett,A Memoir
;

the Rev. A. Vine Hall, for
* Thomas Pringle

'

;
Mr.

Thomas Hardy and Messrs. Macmillan & Co., for

' Drummer Hodge
'

from Poems ofthe Past and the

Present-, the Rev. G. Kett, for one poem from his

Lyrics ofEmpire ;
Mr. Rudyard Kipling and Messrs.

Methuen & Co., for two poems from The Seven Seas
;

Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co., for Mr. Andrew

Lang's 'Zimbabwe' from New Collected Rhymes, and
1 Melville and Coghill

'

from Grass of Parnassits
;

Mr. Denys Lefebvre (' Syned ')
and Mr. Elkin Mathews,

for two poems from The Lone Trek
;

'

Lynn Lyster
'

and Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co., for six poems
from Ballads of the Veld-Land'; Sir Henry Newbolt,

for two pieces from Poems New and Old (London :

John Murray) ;
Messrs. Angus and Robertson, for

Major A. B. Paterson's poem from Rio Grande 's

Last Race, and Other Verses
;

the Proprietors of

Punch, for five pieces as acknowledged separately ;

Mr. J. M. Dent, for five pieces from Canon H. D.

Rawnsley's Ballads of the War
;
Mr. John Runcie,

for one poem from Songs by the Stoep (R. A. Thomp-
son & Co., London and Cape Town) ;

Messrs. P. Davis

& Sons, for the four poems by Mr. Robert Russell and

the prose quotations from his Natal
\
Mr. W. C. Scully,

for * The Bushman's Cave '

from Poems (London :

Fisher Unwin) ;
Mr. F. C. Slater and Messrs. W.

Blackwood & Son, for two poems from From Mimosa
Land\ Mr. William Heinemann, for one extract from

Mr. A. C. Swinburne's A ChannelPassage and Other

Poems
;

Messrs. George Allen & Unwin, for the

extracts from Dr. G. M. Theal's History of South
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Africa ;
Mr. John Lane, for Sir William Watson's

sonnet from For England'; Mrs. Theodore Watts-

Dunton, for the late Mr. Watts-Dunton's sonnet from

The Work of Cecil Rhodes: A Sonnet Sequence

(London : Humphrey Milford).

A. P.

PlETERMARITZBURG,
December 1918.
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IN THE DAYS TO COME

WHEN our children's children gather
On the stoep

1 at dusky eve,

While the fire-flies flash and flitter

As their dazzling dance they weave
;

Then, as now, the tired house-mother,

Resting from love's ceaseless task,

Shall delight her eager listeners

With the tales for which they ask.

She will tell them how a nation

By their sires has been upbuilt;

Tales of peril and of daring,

And the blood of heroes spilt ;

Tell them why their own Mimosa
On the Empire's flag is wrought

Since the day when Boer and Briton

Set their differences at naught.

And of how the Union '<$ fontem*
Feeds the land with streams of life,

Since the sands of time, slow-drifting,

Filled the grave of racial strife
;

While one people, undivided,

In the cities on the veld

Knit by ties of closest kindred

In unbroken concord dwelt.

stoep : veranda. 2

fontein : fountain.
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She will call the Roll of Honour

Of the Champions of the Land
;

Tell of Woltemade, the dauntless,

And a surf-lashed, wreck-strewn strand
;

She will speak in low, hushed accents

Of the fearless boy, Dirk Uys,

Who, astride his dying father,

Proved the courage of his race.

She will name the Voortrek leaders,

Gert Maritz and Piet Retief;

Tell of crafty, cruel Dingaan,
And that bitter time of grief,

Which befell at Ginginhlovu
When Retief was done to death,

And the royal kraal was reeking
With red slaughter's steaming breath.

She will tell of prayer and promise
And the vow the burghers made

In the laager by Blood River

Ere their battle was arrayed,
And they sallied forth to conquer
On the morn of Dingaan 's Day,

When the Sword of Retribution

Broke the Zulu power for aye.

Rensburg's Kop and brave Martinus

Ever set their hearts a-thrill,

As they hear again the story
Of the laager on the hill

;
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And of how a single horseman

Through a Zulu impi rode

With a store of ball and powder
On the steed that he bestrode.

Then some curly-headed kerel^

Eager listening at her side,

Will perchance say, 'Tell us, mother,
Of Dick King's long, daring ride

'

;

And they listen, hushed and breathless,

While the twinkling stars look down,
As she tells the deathless saga
Of the ride to Grahamstown.

From the Four Winds come her stories,

East and West and South and North!

Melville's Saving of the Colours

Of the shattered *

24th
'

;

Isandhlwana's dire disaster
;

Rorke's Drift ! grand, heroic stand
;

Allan Wilson's tragic passing
On Shangani River's strand.

One by one she turns the pages
Of the Annals of the Years,

Thickly strewn with deeds of daring,
Storm and sunshine, joy and tears:

All that goes to build a nation

Lies beneath her storied lore,

Told to make her children worthy
Of the men who went before.

1 kerel: fellow.

B 2
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When they ask her of our heroes

Will their lineage she trace,

Naming this one Boer or Briton ?

Will she speak of blood and race ?

Nay! for she will whisper softly

In those quiet evening hours,

Looking down the years' dim vista,

1 Tis enough to call them Ours!

Lynn Lyster.



ZIMBABWE

(A.D. iooo?-i5oo?)

In Mashonaland (Southern Rhodesia), near the township of

Victoria, and about 200 miles inland from Sofala, are situated

the massive ruins known as Great Zimbabwe. Setting aside as

fanciful much of the popular lore that has been woven about

these buildings, including the belief that they were the creation

of the men who '

brought gold from Ophir
'

to King Solomon,
their actual date and origin are matters of considerable dispute

among archaeologists. Some regard them as the work of

a foreign (probably Arabian) people and of very high antiquity,

while others maintain that they are almost certainly of native

Bantu origin and are to be assigned to a date as late even as the

fourteenth or fifteenth century of our era, when Zimbabwe { was

the distributing centre for the gold traffic carried on between

subjects of the Monomotapa and the Mohammedans of the

coast.'

For the literature of the subject the reader is referred to

J. T. Bent, Ruined Cities of
'Mr

ashonaland (1892) ;
R. N. Hall,

Great Zimbabwe (1905) ;
D. Randall-Maclver, Mediaeval

Rhodesia (1906).

INTO the darkness whence they came,

They passed, their country knoweth none,

They and their gods without a name
Partake the same oblivion.

Their work they did, their work is done,

Whose gold, it may be, shone like fire

About the brows of Solomon,
And in the House of God's Desire.
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Hence came the altar all of gold,

The hinges of the Holy Place,

The censer with the fragrance rolled

Skyward to seek Jehovah's face;

The golden Ark that did encase

The Law within Jerusalem,
The lilies and the rings to grace
The High Priest's robe and diadem.1

The pestilence, the desert spear,

Smote them
; they passed, with none to tell

The names of them who laboured here :

Stark walls and crumbling crucible,

Strait gates, and graves, and ruined well,

Abide, dumb monuments of old,

We know but that men fought and fell,

Like us, like us, for love of Gold.

Andrew Lang.

1 See generally I Kings vi, vii
;
2 Chron. iii-v.
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THE SPIRIT OF THE CAPE
('497)

(From The Lusiads of Camoens)

The Portuguese sailor, Bartholomew Diaz, had doubled the

Cape the '

Cape of Storms ', as he christened it, in consequence
of the stormy weather he encountered in its neighbourhood
in 1487. In 1497 his enterprise was followed up by his country-
man Vasco da Gama, who, sailing from Lisbon on July 8 of that

year, sighted the Cape after a voyage of some five months'

duration, and eventually reached Calicut on May 20, 1498, thus

solving the problem of a sea-route to India.

The voyage of Da Gama is the central theme of The Lusiads

(Os Lusiadas), the national epic of Portugal, which was the

work of Luis de Camoens,
' the Lusitanian Virgil' (1524-80).

Camoens himself had a varied and adventurous career, extending
over seventeen years, in the Far East in China and at Goa
and was thus well fitted by his personal experiences as well as

by his poetic genius to do justice to his subject. The Lusiads,
which is inspired with intense religious feeling and patriotic

fervour, has been described as the 'epic poem of the birth of

commerce, and, in a particular manner, the epic poem of what-

ever country has the control and possession of the commerce of

India.' Its qualities as an epic have been both praised and

attacked : the general merits of the poem may perhaps be judged

by the fact that it has engaged the attention of translators in

several languages. Among English versions the best known
are those by Fanshawe (Sir Richard, 1608-66), Mickle (William

Julius, 1735-88), and Burton (Sir Richard, 1821-90) none of

which, perhaps (though the same may be observed of most

translations), does justice to the original. Mickle's version,

which brought its author considerable repute, and which has

been chosen here, is chargeable with a good deal both .of inter-

polation and of omission.

In the following extract (from the fifth canto of The Lusiads),

Adamastor, the Spirit of the Cape, appears to Da Gama and his

men, and threatens with vengeance them and their successors

who shall
' disturb his ancient, solitary reign.'
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Now prosp'rous gales the bending canvas swell'd
;

From these rude shores our fearless course we held :

Beneath the glistening wave the god of day
Had now five times withdrawn the parting ray,
When o'er the prow a sudden darkness spread,

And, slowly floating o'er the mast's tall head,
A black cloud hover'd : nor appear'd from far

The moon's pale glimpse, nor faintly twinkling star
;

So deep a gloom the low'ring vapour cast,

Transfix'd with awe the bravest stood aghast.
Meanwhile a hollow bursting roar resounds,
As when hoarse surges lash their rocky mounds;
Nor had the blackening wave nor frowning heaven

The wonted signs of gathering tempest given.
Amazed we stood. ' O thou, our fortune's guide,
Avert this omen, mighty God !

'

I cried
;

'

Or, through forbidden climes adventurous stray'd,

Have we the secrets of the deep survey 'd,

Which these wide solitudes of seas and sky
Were doom'd to hide from man's unhallowed eye?
Whate'er this prodigy, it threatens more
Than midnight tempests, and the mingled roar,

When sea and sky combine to rock the marble shore.'

I spoke, when rising through the darken'd air,

Appall'd, we saw a hideous phantom glare :

High and enormous o'er the flood he tower'd,
And 'thwart our way with sullen aspect lower'd:

An earthy paleness o'er his cheeks was spread,
Erect uprose his hairs of wither'd red

;

Writhing to speak, his sable lips disclose,

Sharp and disjoin'd, his gnashing teeth's blue rows
;

His haggard beard flow'd quiv'ring on the wind,

Revenge and horror in his mien combin'd
;
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His clouded front, by with'ring lightnings scarr'd,

The inward anguish of his soul declar'd.

His red eyes, glowing from their dusky caves,

Shot livid fires : far echoing o'er the waves

His voice resounded, as the cavern 'd shore

With hollow groan repeats the tempest's roar.

Cold gliding horrors thrill'd each hero's breast,

Our bristling hair and tott'ring knees confess'd

Wild dread
;
the while with visage ghastly wan,

His black lips trembling, thus the fiend began :

1 O you, the boldest of the nations, fir'd

By daring pride, by lust of fame inspir'd,

Who, scornful of the bowers of sweet repose,

Through these my waves advance your fearless prows,

Regardless of the length'ning wat'ry way,
And all the storms that own my sovereign sway,
Who mid surrounding rocks and shelves explore
Where never hero brav'd my rage before

;

Ye sons of Lusus, who with eyes profane
Have view'd the secrets of my awful reign,

Have pass'd the bounds which jealous Nature drew
To veil her secret shrine from mortal view

;

Hear from my lips what direful woes attend,

And, bursting soon, shall o'er your race descend.
' With every bounding keel that dares my rage,
Eternal war my rocks and storms shall wage,
The next proud fleet l that through my drear domain,
With daring search shall hoist the streaming vane,
That gallant navy, by my whirlwinds toss'd,

And raging seas, shall perish on my coast:

1 It consisted of thirteen ships under the command of Pedro
Alvarez Cabral, and sailed from Lisbon in March, 1500. In
a terrible storm which overtook it near the Cape, Bartholomew
Diaz, the famous sailor, perished.
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Then he, who first my secret reign descried,

A naked corse, wide floating o'er the tide,

Shall drive Unless my heart's full raptures fail,

O Lusus ! oft shalt thou thy children wail
;

Each year thy shipwreck'd sons shalt thou deplore ;

Each year thy sheeted masts shall strew my shore.'

He paused, in act still further to disclose

A long, a dreary prophecy of woes :

When springing onward, loud my voice resounds,
And midst his rage the threat'ning shade confounds.
' What art thou, horrid form, that rid'st the air ?

By Heaven's eternal light, stern fiend, declare.'

His lips he writhes, his eyes far round he throws,

And from his breast deep hollow groans arose
;

Sternly askance he stood: with wounded pride
And anguish torn,

* In me, behold,' he cried,

While dark-red sparkles from his eyeballs roll'd,
* In me the Spirit of the Cape behold,

That rock, by you the Cape of Tempests nam'd,

By Neptune's rage in horrid earthquakes fram'd,

When Jove's red bolts o'er Titan's offspring flam'd.

With wide-stretch'd piles I guard the pathless strand,

And Afric's southern mound unmov'd I stand:

Nor Roman prow, nor daring Tyrian oar

Ere dash'd the white wave foaming to my shore
;

Nor Greece, nor Carthage, ever spread the sail

On these my seas, to catch the trading gale.

You, you alone have dar'd to plough my main,

And with the human voice disturb my lonesome

reign.'

William Julius Mickle.



II

VASCO DA GAMA
(DISCOVERY OF NATAL)

(H97)

After rounding the Cape and touching at what is now Mossel

Bay, Da Gama (see introduction to last poem) continued his

voyage north-eastwards along the coast. On Christmas Day,

1497, he sighted the country which, from that circumstance, he

named Natal' The Land of the Nativity '.

THEY were sick at heart and weary, they were tired

of wind and wave,

They saw no beauty in the sea, it seemed to them

their grave;
Two moons had grown and gone again since they

had looked their last

Upon the mount 1 whose beetling brow braves the

Antarctic blast
;

Morn after morn had found them still one speck

upon the sea,

Eve after eve had left them yet all landless on the

lee:

And ever as the day arrived, more sad, and stern,

and strange
The ocean seemed to be to them

;
it bore no other

change.

1 Table Mountain.
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And ever as the night came on, more lonely, lost,

and drear

Those seamen felt, as northward
fc
ho ! their course

they strove to steer.

For all that those old mariners around them heard

or saw

Seemed more and more from olden things their

present life to draw

New stars that bore no meaning; new birds with

mournful cries

The very brine, so deep and dark, was foreign to

their eyes;
While as the days and weeks flew on, and seasons

came and went,

Alone on that untravelled sea the snail-like hours

were spent.

No wand'rer o'er an austral wild, no desert-planted

palm,
Could more completely be possessed of isolation's

charm
;

For on the vacant surges of that great southern deep
None but this band of voyagers fell on Christmas -

Eve asleep.

Oh ! ye that now in giant barks o'er subject oceans

speed,

Give to the men that dared them first their peril-

purchased meed.

Oh ! ye to whom in later times the sea things few

scant fears,

Honour as best befits their fame those staunch old

pioneers.
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They had left remote behind them like a memory
growing dim,

The shores of Spain imperial Spain power great,

and proud, and grim.

They had seen, discreetly distant, the false Moor's

gloomy realm,

While with a sign devout they guarded well the

willing helm
;

And many tales of torture and of death were that

night told

By men whose hearts beat hotly with the hates they
learnt of old.

Then as the sun rose higher, during many a long,

long day,

They crawled along a coast that never tempted
them to stay,

Where sandy shores lay bleaching, stark, beneath

a fervid sky ;

Where burnished seas, unruffled, but racked the

aching eye ;

Where rivers, wide and torpid, crept through banks

of forest gloom,
And breathed across the tainted beach the vapours

of the tomb
;

Where, under Palma's lofty steep, the rock-thrown

shadows rest
;

Or where Biafra's friendly bight bends to the mystic

west
;

All down those links of sullen capes ;
all down that

stricken strand,

Wliere nature stood with callous front and man with

hostile hand
;
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With bodies never weary, and with spirits never faint,

They sped all trustful in the care of Heaven and

guardian saint.

Oh! how these sailors' simple hearts with pious

hope beat high
When first they saw the sacred Cross hung in the

southern sky;
And soon the gladdening tidings had leapt from lip

to lip,

That Heaven itself was smiling on the devious

voyaging ship.

Deep was the joy that crowned their hopes when

high above them reared,

Wreathed in its folded films of fog, the mountain

bold and weird
;

The mountain under whose bleak brow the great

seas bask or break,

And round whose rock-built basements now vast

fleets their courses take
;

Nor was the Christmas-tide far off when they again
set sail,

Bent still, the good Lord helping them, the Indian

coast to hail. .

Rounding the sea-girt Cape, whose crest rose high
above the mast

;

Rounding L'Agulhas' sandy point, seen from the

mast at last;

Keeping all closely to the shore, for fear of surge.
and tide,

The little bark clung to her course, that cruel coast

beside.
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She passed the gaping cliffs through which the

Knysna's waters flow,

And swung secure in sheltered coves when southern

gales did blow.

Yon yawning bay
1 whose leafless shore was then

all bleak and bare,

Whose busy waters now are thronged by ships that

gather there,

At last behind them passed from sight, and then

for days and weeks,

Driven far out by baffling winds, fighting with

stubborn leaks,

They tossed, the prey of bitter storm, from ruthless

wave to wave,

They strove with slowly deepening gloom their

sinking ship to save,

Till in the depth of mute despair they knelt upon
the deck,

And prayed that JESU Mary's Son would keep
their lives from wreck.

They prayed, and as their souls thus spoke, hope
in their bosoms rose,

And many a weary eye that night in sleep could

calmly close.

A flush upon yon eastern sky where glows the

Magi's star,

A bank of blackness looming large, as land that

heaves afar,

Through throbbing hearts a sudden thrill, that

quickens as the morn
1

Algoa Bay, on which now stands the flourishing town of

Port Elizabeth.
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Breaks with its summer glory on the day when
Christ was born.

Oh ! joy to our long
1

weary hearts
;
oh ! hopes of

getting home,
Oh! goodly sun, and kindly sea, and tender sky,

God's dome,
Oh ! land, whose pleasant lineaments, to these our

dazzled eyes,

Are glorious as were Canaan's heights to Israel's

thankful spies.

Softly the bush-swathed shore arose in backward

sloping hills,

Whose swarthy sides hid rushing streams or bent to

rippling rills.

Softly those serried bluffs disclosed deep valleys

winding far,

'Mid gloom of tufted woodland, or stern frown of

naked scar.

Softly the mottled heights upsprung in ever-rising tiers,

Whose rifted marge far westward seen in distance

disappears.

Well might those simple-hearted men, as towards

the coast they drew,

With pious unction bless the land thus bursting on

their view.

Well might they say that surely 'twas God's purpose
true and kind,

That they upon great Jesu's Day this brave new

land should find.

/.-*,
(E. H. Crouch's Treasury of South African

Poetry and Verse.}



PRESTER JOHN
'

King Manuel gave Da Gama directions to search for Prester

John and the King of Calicut. In the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries it was believed in Europe that a Christian king named
Prester (or Priest) John ruled over a vast kingdom in the centre

of Asia. But long before Da Gama sailed, the local habitation

of this fabled monarch had been transferred to somewhere in

Eastern Africa. The riches and magnificence of Prester John
and the strange and marvellous things to be found in his

dominions could have been equalled only in Fairyland. There

was an underground stream whose sands were gems. . . . Prester

John possessed a magic mirror in which he could see everything
that happened in his dominions. When he went to battle he

had for standards thirteen great crosses of gold and jewels.
Each cross was followed by 10,000 knights and 100,000 footmen.

. . . Da Gama never discovered Prester John. He found Calicut,

but the phantom king eluded his quest.' Robert Russell's

Natal.

WHEN Gama left Lisboa

Elect of prince and priest,

To trace beyond Algoa
The sea-way to the East,

The kingly lips that blessed his ships

And bade them journey on,

The mandate gave, by land or wave

To search for Prester John.

His cross was on the heaven,

A flash of starry gold.

To him was knowledge given
Of all things thought and told.

C
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Through all his land with gem-like sand

A stream of jewels flowed,

And deep and wide, a mighty tide,

His royal horsemen rode.

And captains staunch and daring
Set forth that king to meet;

By wastes and waters faring

They sought his hidden seat.

Valley and plain laid bare in vain

Their secrets to the quest,

For none hath found, the whole world round,

That kingdom of the blest.

But still the spell is binding,

Although the hope hath flown,

Each his own pathway finding
All fearless and alone.

No monarch mild hath ever smiled

On any flag we bear,

Nor priestly hands have blessed the bands

That wander everywhere.

We glide by isle and river,

We climb from ridge to peak.
In all the winds that shiver

We hear some accent speak.
And oft at eve, when sunbeams leave

The wave-world deep and dark,

Hung like a ghost 'twixt sea and coast

Goes past a phantom barque.
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Or in the mountain-passes,
Where the wet vapour clings,

We catch through drifting masses

A gleaming as of wings.
The wraith that led the sea-kings dead

For ever lures us on
;

No rest have they by night or day
Who follow Prester John.

Lance Fallaw.

C 2
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'LITTLE THORNBACK'

(JAN VAN RlEBEEK, 1652)

In 1648, a Dutch Indiaman, the Haarlem, was wrecked in

Table Bay. The crew spent some time ashore, and were s

favourably impressed with the possibilities of the country tha

on their return to the Netherlands they urged upon the Director

of the East India Company the advisability of forming a per
manent settlement at the Cape. Acting on their representations

the Chamber of Seventeen sent out Jan van Riebeek, a surgeon

and merchant in the service of the Company, to establish th

settlement. The expedition, consisting of three ships with

a company of about a hundred, left Holland on Christmas Day
1651, and landed at the Cape on April 6, 1652.

Van Riebeek *
Little Thornback ', as he was nicknamed on

account of his fiery temper who was thus the first Dj,itch Com
mander at the Cape, thoroughly justified the choice of th

Directors. In accordance with the instructions issued to hin

by the Company, a fort was built and a garden laid out, anc

friendly relations were established with the natives surroundin

the young settlement. After remaining, somewhat reluctantly

at the Cape for ten years, Van Riebeek became an unde

Governor of the Company at Malacca. His Statue the gift of

the late Cecil Rhodes now stands towards the lower end of

Adderley Streefin Cape Town, near the spot on which he iirs

set foot when he landed in 1652.

AMID the wind and spindrift on that historic day
Beneath the Blaauwberg Mountains their strickei

Haarlem lay ;

Was ever gale so fraught with fate again in Table

Bay?
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2 1

They found the cool sweet water, they saw the land

was good;
Above them swung- the splendid sun, o'er mountain,

plain, and wood,
And the spirit of the soil cried out, and lo ! they

understood. J
Here was the land for willing hands, for harvests

yet unborn,

For goodly vine and pear and plum, and yellow
wheat and corn;

And they passed the word to homing ships, and

home the word was borne.

^~-.

And who looms now across the page ofprimaL
storm and stress ?

Van Riebeek, 'Little Thornback
',
come to rule the

wilderness,

To raise the fort, and build the hut, to guide and

ban and blesa;

Quick-tempered, keen of eye and ear, the little

doctor seems

In belted coat and buckled shoe, more of romance
and dreams

A man set out in some rich light that by an altar \

streams.

Great days were those of conquest, of sacrifice and

wrath.

The lign_jargd^by garden gates, the leopard
watched the path,
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And the vanished pools of Capetown, where the

lumbering- hippos bath. 1

In these large days of progress the glory seems but

small
;

We have built the gleaming city o'er the old-time

port and kraal,

And behold, to the far Zambesi our flag waves

over all,

Yet here the tale beginneth, whatever pride may be

In affluent power and traffic from war and victory,

With the keen-eyed Little Thornback stepping
shoreward from the sea.

John Runcie.

1 ' The damage caused by wild animals was very great. .

Once as the commander was walking in the garden, a lion was

seen at no great distance. ... In the neighbourhood of the

present Church-square there was in winter a great swamp fe<

by the stream [the Fresh river, running from the mountain to

the sea], where hippopotami often disported themselves. Al

vestiges of this have long since disappeared.' Theal's History

of South Africa.



THE BUSHMAN'S CAVE
Of the three native races in South Africa Bushmen, Hot-

tentots, and Bantus the earliest Dutch settlers came into con-

tact only with the first two, and with the second more than

the first.

The Bushmen or Bosjeswans, as they were known to the

Dutch once very numerous in the western and northern parts
of the Cape Colony, are now practically extinct. They appear
to have been the remnants of an aboriginal African race that

had gradually been dispersed by successive waves of Hottentot

and Bantu immigration. Muddy-yellow in colour and diminutive

in stature, the Bushmen were true children of the wild, dwelling

in caves or under scanty shelter in the desert : they raised no

crops and kept no cattle, but lived by plunder and the chase,

pursuing their game with bows and poisoned arrows. When

game was scarce, succulent roots dug up with the graaf stock

a pointed stick thrust through a bored circular stone to

weight it or creatures of various kinds, such as snakes, lizards,

locusts, the larvae of ants, &c., furnished the Bushman's fare.

Ever ready to pounce from their lurking-places on their neigh-

bours' flocks and impervious to all civilizing influences, they

were mercilessly hunted down as human pests and driven

farther and farther into the wilderness.

A curious gift of this race, otherwise so low in the scale of

civilization, was a power of graphic illustration. Many of these

Bushman paintings, executed in red, brown, black, and yellow

ochre, and depicting scenes of war and the chase, are still to be

seen in caves and on cliff-faces in various parts of the Cape
Province and in the Drakensberg.

I STAND behind the waterfall

That downward shoots till, spent in spray,

It clinging clasps the rocky wall

That beetles o'er the river way;
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A secret cave is here fast hid

In swathing bands of forest dense,

A casket with a rocky lid,

Within the stream's circumference.

'Tis here the vanished Bushman dwelt

He, with his brood, long years ago
Beneath this ledge ;

and deftly spelt,

In pictures that still freshly glow,
The wild-wood creatures, not more wild

Than he, who, hiding thus apart,

His idle days and hours beguiled
At his strange, harmless limning art.

Here human creatures hoped and loved,

And feared and hated in their turn

Rejoiced when fortune kindly proved,
And over life's despites did mourn

;

Here women nursed their babes, here maids

Oft listened to their lovers rude;

Here death has thrown a deeper shade

Of darkness o'er the gloomy wood.

There, in yon cleft, is still the mark
Of bygone fires whose flames are dead

As those who lit them life's strange spark
And glowing ember, each has sped.

And by the south wind's gentle sigh

The flickering, sunlit leaves are turned,

And from the cliffs the brown hawks cry

To-day, as when each brightly burned.
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Through fancy's glass I see around

The shades of long-dead forms arisen
;

They move and breathe without a sound,

And live in their brief poet-season ;

There lie their bows, their arrows keen,

Whilst on the fire an earthen pot

Holds, simmering slowly, foul and green,
The arrow-poison's foetid clot.

There lies an antelope, fresh killed,

By hungry stomachs close surrounded,

And there's a wicker-basket filled

With luscious locusts, freshly pounded ;

And look, the glowing coals upon,
A scaly snake is quickly toasting,

Whilst on that ledge, there in the sun,

The hunters of their deeds are boasting.

'Tis gone ;
'twas but a glimpse, a flash,

That for an instant lit the past ;

I see now but the water dash

In quivering spray-sheets downward cast,

And on the rocks, in deathless hue,

The records of a perished race

That from this land of ours withdrew

In silence, leaving scarce a trace.

Poor waifs upon creation's skirts,

Your melancholy history,

To men of earnest mind, asserts

A problem, and a mystery :
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Whence came ye? Wherefore did ye live

To wither from the sphere of being-

And why did Nature to ye give
No ears to hear, nor eyes for seeing ?

The music and the light whereby
All men must walk, to guide your steps

Along life's path beneath the sky,

Between the snaring pitfall deeps;
Ye sank from something higher far,

And, distanced in life's struggling race,

Your last and failing remnants are

Erased from off the great world's face.

William Charles Scully



THE HOTTENTOT
The Hottentots or Khoi-Khoin,

' Men of men ',
as they

called themselves were considerably taller than the Bushmen,

though not unlike the latter in colour and general feature. They
were a pastoral and nomadic race, of desultory and indoor

habits '
neither good fighters nor good workers

'

living in

villages or kraals under hereditary chiefs. They possessed
considerable flocks of cattle and sheep, which they bartered for

copper, brandy, and tobacco. At first they were disposed to

resist the encroachments of the Dutch on their territory, and
the Cape was formally purchased from them in 1672 ; but in

process of time they were reduced virtually to the condition of

slaves to the immigrants. With the application of the Slave

Emancipation Act to the Cape Colony, in 1838, the Hottentots

regained their freedom
;
but they have gradually become so fused

with other races that very few pure-bred Hottentots are now in

existence.

MILD, melancholy, and sedate, he stands,

Tending another's flock upon the fields,

His fathers' once, where now the White Man builds

His home, and issues forth his proud commands.

His dark eye flashes not; his listless hands

Lean on the shepherd's staff; no more he wields

The Libyan bow but to th' oppressor yields

Submissively his freedom and his lands.

Has he no courage ? Once he had but, lo !

Harsh Servitude hath worn him to the bone.

No enterprise ? Alas ! the brand, the blow,

Have humbled him to dust even hope is gone!
' He 's a base-hearted hound not worth his food

'

His master cries' he has no gratitude \

'

Thomas Pringle.
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Both Bushmen and Hottentots had probably been forced

more and more to the south and west of the continent by the

pressure from the northward of the Bantu Kaffirs, whose west-

ward march was gradually arrested by the Dutch occupation.
The name Kafir, which is an Arabic word meaning

'

infidel ',

and as such was applied by the Mohammedans to all peoples
not of their own religion, was in general use among the Portu-

guese to designate the black races bordering on their settlements

on the east coast, and from them it was taken over by the

Dutch and English. The Amazulu and the Amaxosa are

generally taken as typical of the eastern Bantus, but while the

latter had established themselves as a powerful tribe beside the

Great Fish River before the close of the seventeenth century,

the former rose into prominence only in the beginning of the

nineteenth.

The Kaffirs are a tall, well-built, athletic and virile race,

varying from dark brown to almost black in colour. Compared
with the Bushmen, they may be said to be civilized. They live

in well-built bee-hive huts, a collection of which is called

a kraal, and have a settled system of government, each tribe

being ruled by an hereditary chief, assisted by his indunas, or

headmen. Unlike the Bushmen and the Hottentots, the Kaffirs

have preserved their racial identity and multiplied in the

presence of European civilization.

Lo! where he crouches by the cleugh's dark side,

Eyeing the farmer's lowing herds afar;

Impatient watching till the Evening Star

Leads forth the Twilight dim, that he may glide
Like panther to the prey. With freeborn pride
He scorns the herdsman, nor regards the scar
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Of recent wound, but burnishes for war

. His assegai
1 and targe of buffalo-hide.

He is a Robber ? True
;

it is a strife

Between the black-skinned bandit and the white.

A Savage ? Yes
; though loth to aim at life,

Evil for evil fierce he doth requite.

A Heathen ? Teach him, then, thy better creed,

Christian ! if thou deserv'st that name indeed.

Thomas Pringle.

1

assegai: spear.



SIMON VAN DER STEL ,

(1677-1699)

The greatest of the Dutch commanders at the Cape in the

seventeenth century was Simon van der Stel, who ruled from

1677 to 1699. A man of better social standing than Van Riebeek,

he devoted himself as wholeheartedly to the interests of the

settlement and proved himself in every respect a prudent and

capable administrator. He encouraged agriculture, stock-

breeding, and tree-planting, improved viticulture and wine-

making, administered justice with impartiality, and won the

hearts of all by a generous hospitality. Besides all this he was

an indefatigable explorer both of the coasts and of the interior.

After retiring from office he spent the remainder of his days on

his farm at Constantia, which the Company had allowed him to

acquire, and there he died in 1712.

One of the most important events associated with the

governorship of Van der Stel was the introduction into the

Cape Colony of a number of Huguenots, or French Protestants,

many of whom had sought refuge in the Netherlands from the

persecution of Louis XIV. The Huguenots were colonists of

the best type, who came to make South Africa their home
; and

their frugal and industrious habits, deep religious feeling and

strong love of liberty, all exercised a beneficial and permanent
influence on the Dutch community, in which the new colonists

were rapidly absorbed.

SOUTHWARD ever the Dutchman steered,

Southward with right good will;

No more the sea-worn sailor feared

The Cape of Table HilL
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No longer frowned the savage land

With famine fierce and fell,

For bounteous were the heart and hand

Of Simon van der Stel.

Not as the rest, for greed of spoil,

He ruled by Table Bay ;

In new-built barn and seeded soil

His little kingdom lay.

Cornfield and garden, oak and vine,

He loved and tended well.

l Who plants a tree is friend of mine,'

Quoth Simon van der Stel.

All in a pleasant vale was laid

The dorp
1 that bears his name,

With bough of fruit and leaf of shade,

To bless the founder's aim.

Here oft he sat in*simple state,

A kindly tale to tell
;

And children kept the birthday fete

Of Simon van der Stel.

Yet not beside the guarded Cape
His narrowed fancy dwelt;

Not only in the golden grape
Was all the flame he felt.

He knew the thought that feeds and fills,

The ceaseless northward spell;

Three hundred miles to the Copper Hills

Rode Simon van der Stel.

1 Stellenbosch.
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The exiles of the frugal French

A southern refuge sought;
He bade them prove, by hedge and trench,

The skill their fathers taught.

He watched his race of sturdy boers,
1

He saw their numbers swell
;

* Send wives for lusty bachelors,'

Wrote Simon van der Stel.

Full thirty years her quiet charm

The Cape-land o'er him cast,

Till at Constantia's favoured farm

He turned to rest at last.

The builders from the Haarlem wreck

Dug deep and founded well;

But chief of all their work to deck

Was Simon van der Stel.

True Statesman of that .elder day,
The Dutchman's praise be thine !

Nor lesser claim need Britons lay

To kinship of thy line.

Two races at our councils sit,

One nation yet to dwell
;

And both are heirs, by worth and wit,

Of Simon van der Stel.

Lance Fallaw.

1 boers \ farmers.
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WOLRAAD WOLTEMAADE
(i773)

'. . . There were five Indiamen in Table Bay on the 1st of

June, 1773, when a gale from the north-west set in. A little

after dawn, one of them the outward bound ship Jonge Thomas
was driven from her anchors and cast on the beach beyond

the mouth of Salt River. It was seen that the wreck could

not hold together long, but for some time nothing was done to

save the crew. In the course of the morning, however, a dairy-

man named Wolraad Woltemaade visited the scene of the

disaster, and, being mounted on a powerful horse, he dashed into

the breakers and reached the ship's side. With two men

holding to the horse's tail he returned to the shore, and this

feat he repeated until he had saved fourteen of the crew. In

the next venture he was swept under a breaker and drowned.

Shortly after this the wreck broke up, when one hundred and

thirty-eight men lost their lives and fifty-three reached the land,

making sixty-seven saved in all. The directors [of the East India

Company] caused the exploit of the brave dairyman to be pic-

tured on the stern of the next ship built for them, which they

named the Held (Hero) Woltemaade' Theal's History, vol. iii,

p. 157.

OCEAN in anger: a howling- monster,

With baleful visage, unpastured maw;
Tearing at Earth's defenceless bosom

With ravening tusk and ruthless claw!

Out in the roar of that raging water,

Lashed by the tempest's unsparing scourge,
A ship flies . . . Crash ! ... It is torn it is spitted

By rock-fangs hidden in seething surge!
D
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Like a dove, when pierced by an unseen arrow,

Wounded and sinking the vessel lies;

The crew from her deck, in frightened tumult,

Clamour to heaven with hopeless cries.

Scattered on shore are the waiting watchers;

Some seek plunder ignoble gear

Others, who fain would aid, are helpless,

Falter and fail in the gyves of fear!

Into their midst a man comes riding:

Say, who this horseman with hoary hair,

With kingly mien and open visage,

And eyes so fearless and kind and clear?

Tis one who comes from a quiet farmstead,

Who far from the busy throngs has dwelt,

A humble hind who herds the cattle

A denizen of the lonely veld.

Perhaps, while herding the calm-eyed cattle

By wind-kiss'd kopje and sun-swept plain,

He dream'd his dream of deeds heroic,

And pray'd that his life might not be vain:

Perhaps, while milking the full-fed cattle,

As the sun stole over the mountain-belt,

He dream'd his dream of great adventure

This lowly son of the sunburnt veld.

The day has come: the great adventure:

He whispers low in his horse's ear;

He kindles the beast with his breath heroic

And they tilt with the tempest, this dauntless pair !
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Around them, the surges snarl and bellow
;

Above them, hisses the stinging spray;
And upon the beach the breathless watchers

Forget their terror, forget their prey.

Severt times they traverse the path of peril,

And souls twice seven are brought to shore;

But from their last, sad, great adventure

The gallant couple return no more.

Return no more? Nay, nay, they are with us*,

They perish never that noble twain!

Life passes ever : its deeds of valour

Are with us our inviolate gain!

Life fades away; but its deathless mem'ries

Still haunt our footsteps; their stir is felt

Whether we dwell in the hiving city,

Or the lonely farm on the boundless veld!

Ocean in savage, unflinching struggle,

Warfare as old as the world is old,

Ne'er snatch'd from Earth a spoil more precious

Than that silver head, and that heart of gold !

Francis Carey Slater.

D 2



MAKANNA'S GATHERING

(1819)

The Boers or Dutch farmers who spread themselves over the

north-eastern portions of the Cape Colony came into contact

with the Kaffirs (see introduction to The Kaffir, p. 28), who

were neighbours of much sterner stuff than the Bushmen and

Hottentots farther west. About the year 1780 the Great Fish

River was formally defined as the boundary between the Colony
and Kaffirland

;
but the arrangement proved of little avail in

practice, and the farmers were subjected to a series of devastating

[affir raids, against which the Government seemed powerless to

protect them. Three such Kaffir invasions sometimes known

as the First, Second, and Third Kaffir Wars occurred before the

end of the century, in 1781, 1793, and 1799.

The rule of the Dutch East India Company came to an end

in 1795, and with the final annexation of the Colony in 1806

Great Britain entered upon the inheritance of trouble on the

"eastern frontier. The Kaffir tribes mainly concerned were the

Xosas, Tembus, Gaikas, and Galekas, and among the chiefs

who figured prominently in the long struggle were Gaika,

Ndamble, Hintsa, Sandili, and Kreli. The first important

encounter occurred in 1811, when the head-quarters of the

colonial troops were established on the site of the future

Grahamstown, so called after Colonel Graham who commanded
on that occasion. Other outbreaks followed in 1818, 1834,

1846, 1850, and 1877, which are known as the Fifth-Ninth Kaffir

Wars. In the last-named year the Galeka chief, Kreli, was

deposed and declared a fugitive, and the long series of harassing

frontier wars came to an end.

The Makanna mentioned in the title of the poem otherwise

called Lynx (a corruption of the Dutch linksch,
( left-handed ')
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was a prophet-chief of the Amakosa, who had acquired a,

superstitious influence over his countrymen and who encouraged
them to attack Grahamstown in 1819. The attack, however,

was repulsed with heavy loss : Makanna soon after surrendered

himself to Captain Stockenstrom and was finally confined on

Robben Island. After remaining there for about a year, he

was drowned in attempting to make his escape.

WAKE ! Amakosa, wake !

And arm yourselves for war.

As coming- winds the forest shake,

I hear a sound from far:

It is not thunder in the sky,

Nor lion's roar upon the hill,

But the voice of HIM who sits on high,

And bids me speak his will!

He bids me call you forth,

Bold sons of Kahabee,
1

To sweep the White Men from the earth,

And drive them to the sea:

The sea, which heaved them up at first,

For Amakosa's curse and bane,

Howls for the progeny she nurst,

To swallow them again.

Hark! 'tis UHLANGA'S 2 voice

From Debe's 3 mountain caves!

He calls on you to make your choice

To conquer or be slaves:

1 Grandfather of Gaika, and regarded as the patriarch of

nearly all the frontier clans. A.
2 A name for the Supreme Being among the frontier Kaffirs

perhaps merely a deified chief or hero. A.
3 Debe : near King William's Town.
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To meet proud Amanglezi's
l

guns,
And fight like warriors nobly born:

Or, like Umlao's feeble sons,
2

Become the freeman's scorn.

Then come, ye Chieftains bold,

. With war-plumes waving high ;

Come, every warrior young and old,

With club and assegai.

Remember how the spoiler's host

Did through our land like locusts range !
3

Your herds, your wives, your comrades lost

Remember and revenge !

Fling your broad shields away
Bootless against such foes;

But hand to hand we'll fight to-day,

And with their bayonets close.

Grasp each man short his stabbing spear

And, when to battle's edge we come,

Rush on their ranks in full career,

And to their hearts strike home!

Wake ! Amakosa, wake !

And muster for the war:

The wizard-wolves from Keisi's brake,

The vultures from afar,

Are gathering at UHLANGA'S call,

And follow fast our westward way
For well they know, ere evening fall,

They shall have glorious prey!

Thomas Pringle.
1
Amanglezi'. the English.

2 Umlads feeble sons : contemptuous Kaffir name for Hot-

tentots.
s In 1818.
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THE EMIGRANTS' FAREWELL

(1820)

In 1820, partly with a view to strengthening the European

population of the Cape Colony and partly to stemming the

encroachments of the Kaffirs on the eastern frontier (see intro-

duction to last poem), 4,000 British emigrants were landed at

Algoa Bay and settled in the Zuurveld (District of Albany),

between the Fish and Bushman's Rivers. They were received

by the Acting Governor, Sir Rufane Donkin, who the same year

laid the foundation-stone of the first house of Port Elizabeth,

which was named after his deceased wife. The experiences of

the first few years were well calculated to try the mettle of the

settlers. Their crops were ruined by blight, their houses washed

away by floods, arid they were exposed, in common with their

Dutch neighbours, to harassing Kaffir raids. But the industry

and endurance of the immigrants gradually triumphed over all

obstacles, and made the Albany settlement what it has re-

mained one of the most thriving and progressive parts of the

Colony.

OUR native land our native vale

A long and last adieu!

Farewell to bonny Lynden-dale,
And Cheviot mountains blue!

Farewell, ye hills of glorious deeds,

And streams renowned in song;

Farewell, ye blithesome braes and meads

Our hearts have loved so long.
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Farewell, ye broomy elfin knowes,
Where thyme and harebells grow;

Farewell, ye hoary haunted howes,

O'erhung with birk and sloe.

The battle-mound, the Border-tower,
That Scotia's annals tell;

The martyr's grave, the lover's bower
To each to all farewell!

Home of our hearts ! our fathers' home !

Land of the brave and free !

The keel is flashing through the foam

That bears us far from thee :

We seek a wild and distant shore

Beyond the Atlantic main
;

We leave thee to return no more,
Nor view thy cliffs again:

But may dishonour blight our fame,

And quench our household fires,

When we, or ours, forget thy name,
Green Island of our Sires !

Our native land our native vale

A long, a last adieu!

Farewell to bonny Lynden-dale,
And Scotland's mountains blue.

Thomas Pringle.



THOMAS PRINGLE

(1820)

Among the ' 1820 settlers' (see introduction to last poem) was

Thomas Pringle, 'the father of South African poetry', who was

born in Roxburghshire, Scotland, in 1789. The small Scottish

party of which he was the head settled in the valley of the upper
Baviaan's River (Bedford District). After two years' pioneering

experience there, Pringle repaired to Cape Town in search of

more congenial employment. There he was appointed librarian

of the Government Library, and engaged besides in literary and

scholastic work, in which he was associated with a friend,

Mr. Fairbairn. Unfortunately for Pringle's prospects in his

new career, he found an uncompromising enemy of the ' freedom

of the press
'

in the then Governor of the Cape, Lord Charles

Somerset, who either suppressed Pringle and Fairbairn's news-

paper (The South African Commercial Advertiser) and their

magazine (The South African Journal), or dictated such con-

ditions for their continuance as Pringle could not accept. An

academy which he had opened was similarly condemned by the

Governor. Under these circumstances Pringle, after a visit to

his relatives in the Eastern Province, sailed for England in 1826,

and devoted his pen and his energies during the remaining years

of his life to the cause of the abolition of slavery, which he lived

to see an accomplished fact. He died in 1834.

Personally, Pringle appears to have combined an amiable and

unassuming disposition with a certain sturdiness and inde-

pendence of character. As a man of letters, he was favourably

known to and intimate with, among others, Scott, Coleridge,

Lockhart, and Rogers. His literary remains consist of his

African Sketches (1834), comprising a prose Narrative of a

Residence in South Africa, along with his Poems. Of the latter,
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which are generally allowed the qualities of grace and elegance,

a considerable number are inspired by the life and scenery of

South Africa.

WITH glory of poetic light

The century dawned whose night
Around us fell. With joy responsive rang

The earth when all these morning stars together sang.

Our Ocean-Mother gave to us

One, not least luminous

Pringle, the poet of the parched Karoo.

From thraldom of the *

glittering eye
' 1 his music drew

Coleridge, who loved its magic well
;

E'en Scott beneath it fell,

Forgetful of the Gael and Saxon feud

While listening to that weird romance of solitude.

A fighter thou, with never time

To build the deathless rhyme;
Thine the flung gauntlet of a righteous hate,

And thine a flower of song to lone ways consecrate.

Thou singest we behold the band

Of exiles leave their land :

The fair dear hills of Scotland fade away
For ever! eyes unused to weeping weep that day.

1 * He holds him with his glittering eye
'

: Ancient Mariner

(4th stanza). Coleridge wrote of Pringle's Afar in the Desert :

1
1 do not hesitate to declare it among the two or three most

perfect lyric poems in our language' (Hay's Thomas Pringle :

His Life, Times and Poems}.
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Then do the notes of David's lyre,

And thine, their hearts inspire.

And now they tread the hot and barren shore
;

And now, by floods bereft of all their humble store,

Thy pen it is that wins relief.

But soon they lose their chief-

The conquest of the desert has begun,
And a far fiercer fight must by his blade be won

The battle of the Press. Full sore

The rain of blows he bore !

Fainting with wounds he quits the well-fought field,

But not before the shout telling the foemen yield.

And yet again with gleaming brand,

One of a hero-band,

The world beholds him : on Oppression's grave
His hand doth plant the flag that frees the trembling

slave.

Hard seems the fate that once again
Forbids the knight to drain

The cup, to feast and grace the board with song,

Death beckons him: he glides from that illustrious

throng.

Then Calumny, once timorous-tame,

Grew bold and, crawling, came,

With the vile brood that haunts her loathsome cave:

They gibber round and spill their venom on his grave.
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' Therefore his life was failure !

'

say
Those who but count the pay.
Fools even thus: from the world's poor renown

God ever saveth some for His own hand to crown.

Pringle, we love thy hate of wrong,

Thy simple, heart-felt song!
A knightly soul, unbought and unafraid

;

Much owes our Land to thee, and thy two-edged blade :

And when the crowds of meanly great

And sordidly elate

Are dust long since forgotten, Afric's page
Will boast thy name as now a light from age to age.

A. Vine Hall.
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LION OF THE ZULU

(c. 1820)

Few savage monarch s of whatever race or colour are of more

terrible memory than Chaka,
1 who in the first quarter of last

century built up the unique military despotism which made his

name a terror in south-eastern Africa. A son of Senzangakona,
the Amazulu chief, Chaka, while still a youth, sought the pro-

tection of Dingiswayo, the chief of the powerful Umtetwa people,

in whose military system he was trained and of whose army he

rose to be the most distinguished general. Succeeding his

father as chief of the Amazulu about the year 1810, and his

hereditary tribe being strengthened, on the death of his patron

Dingiswayo, by the 'incorporation of the Umtetwa, Chaka em-

barked on his career of conquest. The hitherto obscure and

insignificant Zulu tribe now became the Zulu nation in arms,

organized in regular and well-drilled regiments, and welded into

a perfect fighting instrument by more than Spartan discipline.

To this new power which swept like an avalanche over the land,

the more loosely compacted tribes, north and south, fell an easy

prey; and Chaka conquered to destroy. Only the young men
were spared, and these were drafted into the

' Zulu '

army, which

at the height of Chaka's power was represented by a fighting

force of nearly 100,000 warriors, drawn from almost every tribe

between Delagoa Bay and St. John's River.
* Within these

boundaries Chaka was supreme. . . . He added half a million

of alien people to the Zulu nation. . . . During his reign of

terror he is calculated to have destroyed 300 tribes and to have

extended his power 500 miles, north, south, and west.
3

The end of this merciless despot was in keeping with his life :

he lived by the sword and he perished by the sword. He was

murdered in 1828 at Dukuza (Stanger) by his brothers Dingaan
and Mahlangana, and was succeeded by the former.

1 Or Tshaka.
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SHADE of Chaka, rise, and tell

All the marvels that befell

When thou formed'st by daring deeds

That black Nation of the Reeds.1

How the deep
'

Ingomo
' 2 rolled

Down the ranks an hundredfold,

Waking with its wondrous chant

Forms of carven adamant/
Filled with more than mortal breath

As they trod the dance of death !

Not in daring coldly grim,
But with toss of eager limb,

Flash of spear and gleam of eye,
Chaka 's children rose to die.

Kingly kine with horns of steel,

Round the big-necked bull they wheel,

Sweeping to the wide attack,

Crescent 3 moon of deadly black.

All around the close-locked ring
Shields against swart bodies cling,

Plumes on ebon heads are tossed,

Spears in lifted hands are crossed,

Now the forking flanks are met

Now the prey are in the net!

Who shall part till death hath done?

Never swiftest foot may run;

1 The Bantu hold that their first ancestor shook the reeds

with a mighty wind, and a man and woman emerged from

them. A.
2
War-song.

3 The Zulu impi or regiment in attacking was always arranged
in the shape of a crescent. -

'
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Ne'er unfed shall vulture go
When the Zulu meets his foe,

Death before but doom behind

Such was Chaka's spell to bind,

Forging with relentless hand

Fetters for the trampled land.

How thy coal-black eyeball glowed
When the victor impi strode

Herd-like o'er the shaken soil,

Driving home their shaggy spoil!

Then the night-long feast was kept,

Then a second frenzy swept

Through men's step and voice and glance,

Maddened by the maddening dance.

Circling round the place of flames

Tribes forswore their ancient names,
1

Shouted to the stars of thee,

Chaka, and of victory.

Still, as on the battle-ground,
Still thy chosen hemmed thee round,

Torch-like passed the word along,

Hailed thee in their rhythmic song:
4

Elephant
2 of mighty feet,

Of thy foemen make thy meat !

Bull whose flanks shall not be gored,
Chief and Father, Lion-Lord !

'

1 The so-called Zulu army was composed of men from nearly

every tribe between Delagoa Bay and St. John's River. Chaka

spared only the young men of the tribes he conquered, A .

2 ' His immense size gained him [Chaka] the designation of

"Great Elephant." . . . From his relentless cruelty and ferocity

he has been called the "
Hyena-Man ".'(Russell's Natal.)
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Yet, through all that savage show-

Runs the master-note of woe.

Than the soldier's shield more near

Clung the shroud of mortal fear.

Not through hostile blood alone

Lay the pathway to a throne,

Not alone on alien race

Fell the fire from Chaka's face,

Fire whose ashes thick were laid

Martyred man and murdered maid.

Death was at the tyrant's whim,
In the movement of a limb,

In the winking of an eye,

In a look, a tone, a sigh.

Ceaseless seemed the blood that ran

Through thy tusks, Hyena-Man !
l

Rivers stained with living red

When the crocodiles were fed

Cliffs beneath whose jagged stones

Jackals found the splintered bones

Caves in which the exiles lay,

Finding food in human prey
2

These were symbols of thy power,
Thou the root, and these the flower!

But that time has passed away
Gone for ever, some will say.

Never more the herd shall pant
Round the Royal Elephant.

1 See note on p. 47.
2 One of the horrors attending Chaka's devastation of Natal

was the practice of cannibalism among some of the famished

tribes that had escaped the sword.
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Leaves have covered up his tread,

Dust has dried the blood he shed.

At Duguza
1 low he lies

Visions filled his glazing
1

eyes.

Heard we not, as fell the stroke,

How with prophet-voice he spoke?
'Not to you is empire given,

Children of the Race of Heaven. 2

Power that from my hand ye tear

Others, not yourselves, shall bear.

They are coming, give them place,

Warriors of the White-skinned Race.

Countless as the locust host

They shall sweep from coast to coast;

Tramp of oxen may "not beat

Louder than their iron feet.

Not for long, my father's kin,

Ye my vacant place shall win.

Ye have spilt my life in vain,

Ye shall serve and they shall reign !

'

So he spake,
3 and so we see

What the works of white men be.

Round about the tyrant's tomb
Children play and lilies bloom.

Once where murdered maidens fell

Evening hears the temple bell.

Where men died for despot sport

Justice keeps her open court.

1 The modern Stanger, where Chaka was assassinated by his

brothers. A. 2 ama-Zulu (i-Ziilu
e

heaven').

The fact that Chaka uttered this prophecy as he died is

tolerably well authenticated. A.

E
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Earth hath smiled to see once more

Flowerets rooted not in gore.

Hell is shut, and devils' pain
Shall not vex our land again.

Watch, White Race, for yours the task;

vStrength, not respite, ye must ask.

By the Zulu Lion's tomb

Let your lion-heart have room.

Not in winged bolt or brand

May your surest safety stand;

Justice, truth, and quickened sense

These shall be your true defence.

Stronger than the arm of mail

Stands the law with equal scale,

Yet her public presence needs

Sanction of your daily deeds.

Watch, as nation and as man!

Hold the vigil which began
When your hands the death-blow gave,

Broke the despot, freed the slave.

Watch in twilight or in shade,

Be not of your trust afraid.

But in folded silence wait

For the verdict of your fate.

Lance Fa/law.



THE VOORTREKKER
(1836-40)

Not a few of the most stirring episodes in South African

history are associated with the fortunes of the voortrekkers

the pioneer Dutch farmers who from time to time quitted their

old abodes in the Cape Colony to seek new homes beyond its

borders. The habit of trekking moving from place to place
with their families, wagons, and flocks had long characterized

the Dutch farmers in South Africa; and however much it was
to be attributed to an innate craving for wide spaces, it had
become more and more the recognized palliative for political

grievances. As the obnoxious rule of the East India Company
had driven the farmers to seek the more remote parts of the

Cape Colony, so their dissatisfaction with British rule led to the

movement which resulted in the foundation of the Overberg

republics what are now the Transvaal and the Orange River

Colony and in the Dutch colonization of Natal.

The Great Boer Trek, as it is known in history, began in

1836, and during this and the two or three years immediately

following, from 5,000 to 10,000 people, in parties of various

strength and at different times, are believed to have left the

Colony. Once across the Orange River, the emigrants con-

sidered themselves beyond the limits of British control. Promi-

nent among the voortrekkers were such men as Louis Trichard,

Gert Maritz, Pieter Retief, Pieter-Uys, and Andries Pretorius

names writ large in the history of the time and also in South

African topography.
* These Boer leaders were grave, stern

men, imbued with the spirit of the Dutch burghers who defeated

Alva, and of the Huguenots who fought under Conde*. The
Bible was their only literature. No important undertaking was

ever entered upon without prayer and praise being offered to

the Almighty. Like the Puritans, they had as much faith in

the psalm as in the pike-point.' Robert Russell's Natal.

THERE, in an ancient, weather-beaten chair,

He sits and ponders, drawing at the stem

E 2
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Of his long-cherished pipe. His shrunken limbs

Clad loosely in a suit of yellow-grey.
His flowing beard, like flakes of falling snow,

Softens the contour of his shrewd old face,

Seamed with the touch of sun, and wind, and time,

And yet impassive. But his shrunken eyes,

Roving and restless, seem to leap beyond,

Pregnant with all that filled forgotten years;

And for a moment he is young again.

Gripping his stick, he sits erect, the while

He doffs the clinging mask of honoured age,

As scene succeeds to scene now gay, now grave .

The laager
1 where he stood a puny child,

And standing, trembling watched his father die
;

And late, too late, the Zulu legions hurled,

Reeling and broken or the gladsome days
Of headlong, breathless rides across the veld ;

The ardour of the hunter and the chase
;

The spell of mighty spaces, clean, pure air,

And all the subtle, nameless joy of life,

The joy of youth when pulse to pulse beats high,
The crowning joy of love that conquers all.

And then the semblance of his first loved vrouw

(Still dearest of the three) that softly calls :

4 Man is toch laat. Kom, myn Jacobus, kom.' 3

At sunset even so she used to cry

Whene'er he lingered, loath to leave his toil.

Slowly he knocks the ashes from the bowl,

And knocking notes perforce his shrivelled hand

Denys Lefebvre.
1

laager-, fortified enclosure, especially of wagons lashed

together.
* vrouw : wife.

8 ' Men ivill be late ! Come, my Jacobus, come.'
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THE LAY OF
MARTHINUS OOSTHUYSE

(1838)

In October, 1837, Pieter Retief, preceding the main body of

emigrants (see previous introduction), made his way across the

Drakensberg into Natal and reached the Bay, where he was

welcomed by the small colony of Englishmen whom he found

in possession. Thence he proceeded to Dingaan, the Zulu

king, to negotiate a cession of territory. While on a second

visit to Dingaan, in February of the following year, to ratify the

grant, Retief and some seventy followers, after being entertained

with every show of hospitality, were treacherously clubbed to

death.

Meanwhile, a considerable body of the emigrants had

descended into Natal by the various passes of the Berg, and

were encamped in small isolated detachments along the upper

Tugela and Bushman Rivers. These Dingaan now resolved to

crush before they could learn the fate of Retief and his party.

The unsuspecting families, attacked in the darkness of the night,

were easily overpowered by their savage assailants : nearly three

hundred men, women and children were mercilessly butchered.

The village of Weenen the place of weeping preserves the

memory of that night of death. The few that escaped made
haste to warn their neighbours of their danger.

It was in these circumstances that Marthinus Oosthuyse
reached a hill which he found fourteen of his countrymen

desperately defending against a whole Zulu regiment. Observing
his approach, one of the defenders, Johannes Rensburg, held up
his rifle reversed an indication that ammunition was running
short. At once comprehending the signal, Oosthuyse, at great

personal risk, rode to a wagon about a mile distant, where, after
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loading himself up with powder and ball, he prepared for a dash

back. This he successfully accomplished in the face of over-

whelming odds, and reached his friends with the welcome

supply of ammunition which enabled them to beat off their

assailants.

ROSE the blood-red rim of Phoebus

On a hopeless dawn
Horrors dread as e'en the grimmest

Realist has drawn.

This a day of blackest letter

Sons of exiles' sons

Speared in slumber where the '

weeping
'

Bushman River runs.

,

Heaped by wain, and spruit,
1 and donga,

2

Lay the martyred dead
;

Pioneers, who, seeking Freedom,
Found red Death instead.

Some escaped ;
their fierce resentment

Dried up Vailless tears.

Had their kin not fought and conquered

When, in bygone years,

Fair Garonne and Seine ran crimson

With their fathers' blood

When the sea-born Water-Beggars
3

Stemmed dark Alva's 4 flood?

1
spruit-, stream. 2

donga\ gully.
3 The name given to the Dutch corsairs who harassed the

Spanish shipping and even defeated Alva's fleet.

4 dark Alva : the Duke of Alva (1508-83), persecutor of the

Protestants in the Netherlands under Philip II of Spain.
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Now the scattered remnants haste to

Rally round each post,

Fearing, as they prime their muskets,

All but honour lost.

O'er the veld, with red pools gleaming
In the pure sunshine,

Rose a kopje
1

Rensburg's Kopje
Where a gallant line

Tired and weakened, hemmed, unflinching,

Faced fierce Dingaan's horde,

Flushed with sweeping through the uplands

Bearing fire and sword,

Held this islet with cool daring,

Nerved by loving hearts.

Black waves circle, foaming hoarsely,

Hurling spray of darts.

E'en Pandora's gift
2 forsook them

Ammunition done.

Death's pale visage all around them,

Life's short race seemed run,

When a rear shout * Kill the wizard!
'

Heard with glad surprise,

Stops the yelling of the foemen

As with wond'ring eyes

They behold a single horseman

Fight, as some 'stout craft

'Mid a whirlpool, while the eddies

Hissed, and jeered, and laughed.

1

kopje \ hill.
2 Pandoras gift': hope.
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Such a scene was that by Tiber,

As each foaming ridge

Sought to 'whelm the hero-soldier 1

When he kept the bridge.

Well his cheek might wear a pallor,

Well his spirit flinch,

For Marthinus braved and grappled
Death at every inch,

Bearing life the death of foemen,
Bullets golden lead,

Powder more than Midas' 2
riches,

Life to those nigh dead.

Like to tongues of myriad serpents
Hissed the hurtling steel.

With such lethal halo round him
Well might rider reel.

Not as some staid English farmer

Through a Devon lane

Ambles from the thorpe to market,
With loose seat and rein

;

But fierce-thrilled through every fibre

Horse and rider go,
Like the swallow's flight, or arrow

From the Tartar's bow.

Will he gain that girdled kopje ?

Will he 'scape the spear?
Shades of his brave sires, be with him

In this hour of fear !

1 Horatius Codes.
2 Midas : an ancient king of Phrygia, who possessed the gift

of turning all he touched to gold.
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Death in vain chased charmed horseman.

Spirit of the Graeme
Sure possessed him bore the hero

Safe to friends and fame.

Gained the hill-top ! then the impi^

Yielding to its fate

Melts as do Kahlamba's 2 snow-drifts

When the sun grows great.

Life-boat to fast sinking vessel,

Hopeless in its plight

Cheering day that chases headlong
Darkest shades of night

Such was he, intrepid centaur,

To the band forlorn,

As he cleft the war-clouds bursting
O'er that baleful morn.

Here's to Valour and Marthinus !

May each coming age
Take this patriot burgher's story
As its heritage.

Robert Russell.

1

impi : Zulu regiment.
2 Kahlamba : the Drakensberg.
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(1838)

After the Weenen massacre (see previous introduction), Pieter

Uys, who had lagged behind the rest of the party, hearing of

their misfortunes joined the survivors in Natal. In April, 1838,

he and Hendrik Potgieter raised a commando l some 350 strong

to proceed against Dingaan. The Zulu army was not sighted

till within a mile or two of Urhgungundhlovu
2
,
the site of the

royal kraal, where they tried to draw the Dutchmen into difficult

and broken ground between two parallel ranges of hills and at

the same time to cut off their retreat. The farmers by means

of some well-directed volleys partially succeeded in making their

way back to safety : Uys himself was surrounded in a donga*,

and received an assegai wound in the thigh. Fainting from

loss of blood, he called to his followers to leave him and save

themselves ; but his son Dirk, a boy of fourteen years, looking

round and seeing his father's plight, gallantly rode back to his

help and is said to have shot three Zulus before he too was

overpowered and speared.

THE impi is scattered its crescent is broken,

Its fierce indunas^ are stricken with dread,

The smoke-clouds hang dun, for the roers b have

spoken,
And Dingaan is counting the tale of his dead.

See! Still the Avengers, now maddened with

slaughter,

Ride, furiously firing, in reckless pursuit,

1 commando : armed party.
2
Umgungundhlovu :

'
the place of the great elephant '.

3
donga : gully.

4 indunas : captains.
6 roer : old-fashioned musket.
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Aflame with the thoughts of the red Bushman-Water

Whose blood-sodden banks mark the ravishers'

route.

They rage as they think of the homesteads invaded,

The laagers destroyed and by outrage defiled
;

For always the foe, when the wagons were raided,

Speared wantonly greybeard and woman and child.

Incensed by the vision of rapine and ravage,

The death of their kinsfolk they swear to requite

With vengeance tenfold on the merciless savage,

False Dingaan, whose impi is headlong in flight.

Hot-spur on their track the Commando rides scattered,

Some few of the foremast too far in advance
;

The Zulus, tho' fleeing disheartened and shattered,

Turn back and the Boers are in perilous chance.

The hunter is hunted ! the victor defeated !

Aloft soar the scavenger-scouts of the sky,

As Commandant Uys from his saddle unseated

Goes down with an assegai sunk in his thigh.

He plucks out the weapon, his torture unheeding,
Then drives the point upward thro' muscle and

bone
;

The foe bending o'er him falls gasping and bleeding,

And renders his life with a shivering moan.

His back to an ant-hill, he fights like a Viking!
The butt of his roer uprises and falls,

And whilst his fierce Berserker x blows he is striking.

He shouts to his comrades encouraging calls.

1 Berserker', of Berserk, a hero of Scandinavian mythology,

whose name has become associated with reckless courage.
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4 Ride ! ride for your lives ! it were useless to linger !

Dirk, ride for the wagons, my well-beloved son !

'

He points to the rear with admonishing finger,

Then home rams the powder and ball in his gun !

Dirk turns in his saddle, looks back for a second,

Then swings his horse round with a wild, ringing

shout,

And charging alone against odds never reckoned

He forces a path through the carnage and rout.

His courage is high, but his senses are reeling;

A stripling, but dauntless, he rides to his death !

At sight of his sire in extremity kneeling,
He drives the spurs deep, with a sob in his breath.

Three times as he gallops he fires his roer,

And thrice does his bullet strike deadly and true
;

Yet hope of a rescue sinks lower and lower

His father, out-foughten, waves Dirk his adieu!

At last! See! he flings back his steed on its

haunches,

Then leaps from the saddle a second too late;

The Commandant smiles, but his death-wound he

staunches,

And Dirk, battling over him, passes Death's gate.

So father and son in their death still united,

Emblazoned on Chivalry's scutcheon their name
;

Thus filial love fond affection requited
And won for Dirk Uys Valour's chaplet of fame.

Lynn Lyster.
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THE VOORTREKKERS VOW
(1838) ^

Before the battle of the Blood River, in which the Boers under
/

Andries Pretorius inflicted a crushing defeat on the forces of

Dingaan, the Chief Commandant proposed
'

that a vow should

be made to the Lord that, if He vouchsafed them the victory, i

a house should be raised to His great name and the day !

observed as a holy day by them and their posterity/ The vow \

was solemnly confirmed by all the assembly. At early dawn,
on Sunday, the i6th of December, the Zulus launched a furious

attack on the Dutch laager \
but their successive rushes were

broken by the deadly fire of the Boer muskets. Over 3,000

Kaffirs perished in the battle. Dingaan acknowledged his

defeat by retiring into the wilds, after burning his royal village

of Umgungundhlovu. The Boers, advancing thither, found the

skeletons of Retief and his followers, who had been done to

death by Dingaan earlier in the year, and accorded them

solemn burial.

* The vow made before the battle was religiously kept. The

Dutch Reformed Church 1 in Maritzburg one of the first

buildings in the town was erected in fulfilment of the solemn

pledge ;
and Dingaan's Day, the i6th of December, when

Pretorius . . . and 460 farmers . . . broke the power of the Zulu

tyrant, is still observed by all Dutch people in South Africa as

a holy anniversary." Russell's Natal.

1 When thou shalt vow a vow unto the Lord, thou shalt not

slack to pay it.' Deut. xxiii. 21.

WITHIN the waggon-laagered space

Outspanned upon the veld

1 The original church, which has been superseded as a place

of worship by a more modern building close by, is now the Voor-

trekkers* Museum.
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With reverent and upturned face

The Boer Commando knelt !

Whilst in each heaving bosom
Iron resolution dwelt!

With roer^ and ammunition-horn

Beside the bended knee,

The burghers on that fateful morn

Prayed God that they might be

From Dingaan's power delivered;

And his savage impis
2

flee.

r^-Then, standing on a carronade,

One foot upon its wheel,

Sarel Celliers 3 to heaven made
His passionate appeal!

4

Jehovah! God of Battles!

.Hear the folk as now they kneel!

'As Israel in the Wilderness

Called loudly on Thy name,
And did with prayer their sins confess,

So now do we the same,

Rememb'ring, God Almighty,
That to them Thine answer came.

* O'er countless leagues of trackless veld,

Lord, Thou hast been our Guide;
But now our hearts within us melt,

If Thou Thy face dost hide

We have none other Helper
Than the Lord our God beside !

1 roer\ old-fashioned musket. 2
impis : regiments.

3 Celliers : pronounced Silye.
' Sarel Celliers, one of the

leaders under Andries Pretorius, was appointed as the spokes-

man, who should in the name of all make the solemn vow.' A.
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4 Our farms and " lands
"

lie desolate !

Our kraals 1 are cattle-bare!

Lord, must we bow before our fate

And still for worse prepare ?

Nay ! lead our van of battle

And the spoils shall be our share !

'As Rachel for her children wept,
Our tears so Grief compels,

For o'er our heads its wave hath swept,

Till, Lord, our faith rebels!

The Willows of our Sorrow

Droop by Marah's bitter wells !

4

Lord, wilt Thou not our pangs assuage
And send us peace again?

Why round us do the heathen rage
And count their victims slain ?

Why should the folk distrust Thee
And imagine a thing vain?

4 " Sword of the Lord and Gideon !

"

Hear it, O God of Hosts!

That battle-cry which vict'ry won
And shamed proud Midian's boasts

To-day we make the Watchword
Of our Borders and our Coasts !

1 God ! who accepted Jephtha's vow,
Our own to-day record!

Vouchsafe to us the vict'ry now,
And steel th' avenging sword !

Then shall this day, for ever,

Be kept holy for the Lord.

1 kraal : here, an enclosure or pen for cattle.
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* As Jacob did of olden days

His Bethel-stone uprear,
So shall this troubled people raise

Vowed on their Bow and Spear
To Thee a Tabernacle,

If their way Thou makest clear !

* To Thee, in name of all the folk,

I stretch uplifted hands !

Ne'er shall our sons this vow revoke

But follow our commands !

We kneel, Lord, making promise
Vowed to-day, it ever stands.'

God heard the people's bitter cry,

Appealing and devout

Lo ! Dingaan's vanquished impis fly !

Loud rings the victors' shout,

For scattered are the savage foe

Who compassed them about.

The vow the old Voortrekkers vowed

Their children straitly keep!
Then was our heritage endowed

Now we the harvest reap
And surely, there they .know it

In the veld-graves where they sleep!

Lynn Lyster.



DICK KING'S RIDE

(1842)

Not long after the battle at the Blood River (see previous

introduction), the emigrant farmers and Panda, Dingaan's

brother, who had sought their protection, made a joint attack

upon the Zulu tyrant. Dingaan sought refuge in the country of

the Amaswazi, his hereditary foes, and was there put to death.

On February 14, 1840, Andries Pretorius, in the name of the
' Volksraad * of the South African Society ', claimed

'
all the land

from the Umzimvubu to the Black Umfolosi and from the

Drakensberg to the sea ',
and Panda was formally installed as

'

King of the Zulus *. The '

Republic of Natalia
'

having been

thus constituted, it remained to gain its recognition by the

British Government as a free and independent state
;
and on

this subject lengthy negotiations passed between the Volksraad

and Sir George Napier, the Governor of the Cape. The latter

claimed the emigrants as British subjects, and in a proclamation
of December 2, 1841, definitely announced his intention to
* resume military occupation of Port Natal.'

Pursuant to this proclamation, Captain Smith, in March of

the following year, proceeded from the Umgazi
2 to Durban with

a detachment of the 2;th Regiment and Royal Artillery. Durban

was reached on May 3, and after abortive negotiations with the

Boer leaders, Captain Smith, on the night of the 23rd, made an

attack, which ended disastrously for himself, on the Boer

position at Congella. He and his force, now greatly reduced in

numbers, were thereupon closely besieged in their encampment.

1 Volksraad'. Council of the People.
4
Umgazi: a small stream about midway between the Kei

and the Umzimvubu (or St. John's) Rivers.

F
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It was imperative that the Cape Government should be apprised

of their peril; but how this was to be effected was another

question. In these circumstances, Richard (better known as

Dick) King, one of the early English settlers, volunteered to

carry a dispatch to Grahamstown
;
and at dusk on the evening

following the disaster at Congella, he started on his 600 mile

.ride across Kaffraria. After untold perils and fatigues King
rode into Grahamstown on the tenth day and delivered his

dispatches to the Resident Agent, 'having dared', in the words

the Roman historian uses of Horatius,
' a feat calculated to win

the admiration rather than the credence of posterity.' An

equestrian statue of King now stands on the Esplanade at

Durban, placed there in 1915.

BRAVE Horatius, Herve Kiel,
1

Tell,
2 and Paul Revere 3

Shades of all who saved a nation

Pray you, lend an ear.

This no tale of medalled hero,

But a man like you,

Who, stout-hearted, saved the State by
Deed of derring-do.

Sixty years since, by the Bay side

Where the wharves now spread,

'Midst the mangroves, by Boer bullets

Lay our English dead.

1 Hervj Riel : the Breton sailor-hero in Browning's well-

known poem.
2 Tell : William Tell, the legendary hero of the Swiss struggle

for independence in the fourteenth century.
8 Paul Revere'. American patriot (1735-1818), who himself

accomplished a famous midnight ride from Charlestown,. to

Lexington to give warning of the approach of British troops

from Boston (1775).
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Luckless battle! for the foemen,

Ambushed, saw our band

Clear against the moonlit skyline

Toiling- through the sand.

Fell our men like hail-swept blossoms,

And ' Retreat
'

rang out.

Faint with wounds the vanquished waded
To the camp in rout.

vStill the Ensign hemmed with foemen

O'er the blue Bay streamed
;

And disaster was to be by
British pluck redeemed.

Reinforcements weary leagues off!

So the foes might boast.

He alone, the sturdy farmer,

Knew the pathless coast.

Go by railway ? Send by steamship ?

Can't they telegraph ?

Why! in wilds 'twixt here and Capetown
Roamed the tall giraffe.

Miles on miles and ne'er a white face,

Sometimes not a black,

Toilsome hill and burning valley,

Veld without a track.

' Will you go, Dick ?
'

said the Captain,
4 You have got the key

To our safety : dare you risk it ?
'

What reply made he ?

F 2
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None at all ! but boot and saddle

Girt him for the course

Grahamstown six hundred miles off,

And the saviour force.

Where now masts and funnels gather,

Steed and rider raced
;

Round the Bluff, where monkeys chattered

And the lion paced.

Through the heat and swirling sea sand,

Through the forest shade;

Thorns may tear, and sun may blister,

He may not be stayed.

Never time for waxing weary,

Just enough for breath
;

Care was constant at his elbow,

And behind rode Death.

Backward where the trees are thinnest,

Boers in hot pursuit,

Bullets flying while he dashes

Through the stony spruit.

Fell the night when he was guided

By the breakers' roar

Wet and cold from fording rivers

For a week and more.

And whene'er a mission homestead

Broke some dreary plain,

Mud-besprent and pale with speeding,

Dick drew willing rein.
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On again, with pace unflagging,
O'er rock, stream, and sand!

Fears for that far leaguered handful

Nerving heart and hand.

When at last for horse and rider

Ends the toilsome strain,

Dick, with feeble arm uplifted,

Strives to shout in vain,

Draws the missive from his jerkin,

Swoons upon his steed

Rings a cheer from English throats then

For his doughty deed!

Race, ye jockeys, round your courses !

None of you; I ween,

Could have picked the course that he did

For our home and Queen.

What his guerdon ? rank and honours ?
-

We are debtors still

To the loyal soul who saved us

By his iron will.

Richard King! i' faith, King Richard!

Gallant farmer man,
This to you, Natalian hero,

And the race you ran !

Robert Russell.
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THE SKIPPER OF THE CONCH

(1842)

On the receipt of King's message (see previous introduction),

no time was lost in sending the needed reinforcements to Natal.

By order of Colonel Hare, the Commandant of the Frontier, the

grenadier company of the 27th regiment, then stationed at

Grahamstown, was embarked at Port Elizabeth on the schooner

Conch (Captain Bell). When the news reached Capetown,
Sir George Napier immediately dispatched the admiral's flag-

ship, the Southampton, with the 25th regiment under Colonel

Cloete. On June 26, the Conch, with her own complement of

troops, and towing the man-of-war's boats, crossed the bar at

Port Natal under cover of the Southampton's guns ;
and Cap-

tain Smith and his men, by this time reduced to great straits,

were soon relieved. The submission of the Dutch farmers was

shortly afterwards received by Colonel Cloete, and was followed

by a treaty ratified on July 15, by which they undertook to

submit to the Queen's authority. In May of the following year

(1843) Natal became a British colony,
'
for the peace, protection,

and salutary control of all classes of men settled at and sur-

rounding that important portion of South Africa.'

WHY the Ensign floats above us, few remain to tell,

As 'twas told me in the 'Forties by old skipper Bell.

When the grim Republic burghers fought each inch

of ground,
And our stubborn ramparts echoed with the muskets'

sound
;
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When at day-fall o'er the sand' dunes in Hope's
fickle sky

Rose a dim mirage of succour to each English eye ;

Past each reef with wild surge fretted, past each

smiling shoal,

From Recife unto our Foreland striving for the goal,

Skipper Bell, with press of canvas on each taper spar,

Whipped the Conch his taut sea-racer to our

harbour bar.

Then the leaguered on the sand-flat saw with kind-

ling eyes

Signal rockets from the roadstead shoot athwart the

skies.

On her heels the English flag-ship in the deep'ning

night

Joined the little schooner, guided by the rockets"

flight ;

And a cheer burst from the trenches at the welcome

boom
From the cannon of the war-ship in the ffing's

gloom.

Never loving words fell sweeter from a maiden's lip

Than the sullen roar of rescue from this home-land

ship.

Then the foemen buzzed and scurried like a hive

of bees

When Night crept from waking hillocks through

the myrtle trees,
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When beyond the foaming breakers born at

Neptune's nod

Dawn's red fingers shaped the body of this strange

sea-god.

With a voice of iron thunder, 'mid cerulean smoke,

Burst its fiery ribs in anger as 't were Heaven spoke ;

While the Conch with waves coquetting 'neath the

giant's lee,

Tossed and rolled and at her anchor tugged right

merrily.

Then the little white-winged sea-bird slipped her

restive chain,

And a cheer from tars gave answer to the leaden

rain.

Eurus swelled her pierced canvas, sea nymphs
soothed the bar,

As with spray-swept prow she shot it, straining

every spar.

Seemed the still blue of the Channel white with

angry flecks

Erom the rain of lead that pattered round her

sheltered decks.

Splintered beams on shore went crashing, clouds of

smoke and sand,

As the monster's guns gave cover to its storming
band.
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Through the gauntlet of the foemen, 'twixt the Bluff

and Spit,

Steered our skipper Bell, unflinching, full of sea-dog

grit-

Cool, as if the cliffe of Dover lay upon his beam,
Or a ketch it was he handled on some placid stream.

Though the cYoss-fire galled and riddled bulwark,

sail, and strand,

Bell dropped anchor, furled his tatters, stormed the

mounds* of sand
;

Plucked the banner from the Block-house, flew the

Jack instead !

While hurrahs cleft bush and sand-hill while the

foemen fled

Mounted, while the shoreward surges broke in crests

of glee

Sought, in saddle, hills where Freedom looks not

on the sea!

And my blood leapt high and tingled, for it sounded

well

When I heard it in the 'Forties from old skipper Bell.

Robert Russell.
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THE MEN OF 'FORTY-TWO

(See introductions to last two poems.)

SOME may say that Valour 's waning
To the verge of sad decay,

And that England's blood ran thicker

In Queen Bess's stirring day ;

Now 'tis sordid self, not Empire ;

Mammon would enthral us all,

Make us hirelings, snap the heart-strings

That once thrilled at Duty's call.

Let us look, and looking, ponder
On our wide Bay's tender blue,

Fraught with mem Vies of the vanguard,
Men who fell in 'Forty-two.

'Neath our green coast's mounds and meadows,

As in homeland's dim-lit naves,

Rest the brave who won us acres

In their sea-lulled Briton graves.

By the Boer lines at Congella,

Where the west wind sheds its rain,

All the yellow sands grew crimson

With the wounded and the slain.
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Etched upon the deadly sky-line,

Mark for guns behind each dune,

Flashed the silver of the bayonets
In the lethal night's high noon.

Far across the Bay the booming
Of the cannon rose and fell.

Echoing to Bluff and Island

Rang this soldier's passing-bell.

Soon the autumn of the battle

Changed to winter's black despair,

And lives dwindled like the red leaves

In the rude October air.

Blood of England shed for Empire
At our southern Trasimene l

Such it is that fosters heroes,

Keeps the graves of valour green.

All life's nobler thoughts are strengthened

By the valiance of our sires,

As it glows undimmed, undying,
Like Rome's cherished vestal-fires,

Ever-burning ! Happy omen
For the progress of the State;

Patriots give their lives as incense

On the altars reared by fate.

1 Trasimene : Lake Trasimene, in Etruria, was the scene of

a disastrous Roman defeat at the hands of Hannibal in the

Second Punic War, 217 B.C.
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Such pure light streamed o'er the cities

Of the pulsing Punic world,

Lit their galleys through the Pillars

Of the West,
1 with sails unfurled.

In wild camps it thrilled Rome's legions,

Stemmed the East at Marathon
;

2

Bore sea-heroes through the Syrtes,
3

Through strange seas and tropic dawn.

Diaz and Da Gama snatched it

From their Lusitanian pyre ;

Bore it over hungry surges
To the Cape of Storms and Fire

;

And it gleamed upon our verdure

From their storm-vexed caravel

Land of afternoon undying
O'er tired visions cast its spell.

Clear the deathless flame was glowing

By the wide Bay's tender blue,

When their blood was shed for England

By the men of 'Forty-two.

Robert R^tssell.

1 Pillars of the West : otherwise ' The Pillars of Hercules,'

or Straits of Gibraltar.
2 Marathon : scene of the famous Athenian victory over the

Persians, 490 B.C.

3
Syrtes\ a sea with dangerous quicksands on the north

coast of Africa. The term is sometimes applied to any sea of

the kind.
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THE LOSS OF THE BIRKENHEAD
(1852)

In the early morning of February 26, 1852, the steam trans-

port Birkenhead, while conveying reinforcements to the eastern

frontier during the Kaffir War of 1850-53 (see introduction to

Makanna's Gathering, p. 36), struck on Danger Point Rock,

off Simon's Bay, and foundered in twenty minutes. Two boats

containing all the women and children on board, and as many
men as they could hold, were got off from the ill-fated vessel

;

the rest of her complement, comprising over 400 soldiers and

seamen, under the orders of Major Seton, of the 74th High-

landers, drew up on deck '
as if on parade ', calmly awaiting

their fate. This magnificent example of discipline and heroism

in the face of death created a profound impression on the world

at the time.

RIGHT on our flank the crimson sun went down,
The deep sea rolled around in dark repose,

When, like the wild shriek from some captured town,

A cry of women rose.

The stout ship Birkenhead lay hard and fast,

Caught without hope upon a hidden rock
;

Her timbers thrilled as nerves, when thro' them passed
The spirit of that shock.

And ever like base cowards who leave their ranks

In danger's hour, before the rush of steel,

Drifted away, disorderly, the planks
From underneath her keel.
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Confusion spread, for, though the coast seemed near,

Sharks hovered thick along- that white sea-brink
;

The boats could hold ? not all and it was clear

She was about to sink.

' Out with those boats and let us haste away,'
Cried one,

' ere yet yon sea the bark devours :

'

The man thus clamouring- was, I scarce need say,

No officer of ours.

We knew our duty better than to care

For such loose babblers, and made no reply,

Till our good colonel gave the word, and there

Formed us in line to die.

There rose no murmur from the ranks, no thought

By shameful strength unhonoured life to seek
;

Our post to quit we were not trained, nor taught

To trample down the weak.

So we made women with their children go,

The oars ply back agen, and yet agen ;

Whilst, inch by inch, the drowning ship sank low,

Still under steadfast men.

What follows why recall ? The brave who died

Died without flinching in the bloody surf;

They sleep as well beneath that purple tide

As others under turf.
1

Sir Francis Hastings Doyle.

1 The three concluding stanzas of the poem are here omitted.
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DAVID LIVINGSTONE'

(1874)

David Livingstone, the great African missionary and ex-

plorer, died at Ilala, on the shores of Lake Bangweolo, on

May i, 1873. His body, which was embalmed by his faithful

attendants and conveyed across the continent to Zanzibar, was

brought to England and buried in Westminster Abbey, April 1 8,

1874.

DROOP half-mast colours, bow, bare-headed crowds,

As this plain coffin o'er the side is slung,

To pass by woods of masts and ratlined shrouds,

As erst by Afric's trunks liana-hung.

'Tis the last mile, of many thousands trod

With failing strength, but never-failing will,

By the worn frame, now at its rest with God,
That never rested from its fight with ill.

Or if the ache of travel and of toil

Would sometimes wring a short sharp cry of pain
From agony of fever, blain, and boil,

Twas but to crush it down, and on again!

He knew not that the trumpet he had blown

Out of the darkness of that dismal land,

Had reached and roused an army of his own,
To strike the chains from the Slave's fettered hand.

1

Reprinted by the special permission of the proprietors of

Punch.
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Now, we believe, he knows, sees all is well:

How God had stayed his will, and shaped his way,
To bring the light to those that darkling dwell,

With gains that life's devotion well repay.

Open the Abbey doors, and bear him in

To sleep with king and statesman, chief and sage,

The Missionary, come of weaver-kin,

But great by work that brooks no lower wage.

He needs no epitaph to guard a name

Which men shall prize while worthy work is known
;

He lived and died for good be that his fame:

Let marble crumble : this is LlVING-STONE.

From Punch

(April 25, 1874).
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MELVILLE AND COGHILL

(THE PLACE OF THE LITTLE HAND)

(1879)

Cetewayo, the Zulu king, having declined to comply with

the British ultimatum requiring him, among other things,

to disband his regiments and receive a British Resident, war

was declared upon him in January, 1879. On the 22nd of that

month occurred the disaster of Isandhlvvana, when the Zulus,

during the absence of Lord Chelmsford, who had gone out to

support a reconnoitring column, fell in overwhelming numbers

on his weakened camp and almost annihilated its defenders.

Lieutenants Melville and Coghill, of the 24th regiment, escaped
with the regimental colour, but both were overtaken and shot

after struggling across the swollen Buffalo River. The colour

was subsequently recovered from the bed of the stream some

distance from the spot where they fell.

The sequel to Isandhlvvana was the gallant defence of the

commissariat and hospital post near Rorke's Drift, on the Natal

side of the Buffalo. Flushed with their recent victory, a body
of some 4,000 Zulus in the afternoon of the same day attacked

this post, which was garrisoned by only 139 men of whom 35

were then in hospital under Lieutenant Chard, R.E., and

Lieutenant Bromhead, of the 24th regiment. Behind a hastily

improvised barricade of sacks of mealies and biscuit-boxes, this

small force, with rifle and bayonet, repelled all the attacks of

their assailants for more than twelve hours. At the end of that

time the Zulus retired, leaving upwards of 350 dead around the

camp, while the defenders lost seventeen of their number. The

heroic defence of Rorke's Drift, as the General declared in an

official dispatch,
' no doubt saved Natal from a serious invasion.'

The Zulus were finally defeated at Ulundi in July of the same

year.

G
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DEAD, with their eyes to the foe,

Dead, with the foe at their feet,

Under the sky laid low

Truly their slumber is sweet,

.Though the wind from the Camp of the Slain Men

blow,
And the rain on the wilderness beat.

Dead, for they chose to die

When that wild race was run
;

Dead, for they would not fly,

Deeming
1 their work undone,

Nor cared to look on the face of the sky,
Nor loved the light of the sun.

Honour we give them and tears,

And the flag they died to save,

Rent from the rain of the spears,

Wet from the war and the wave,
Shall waft men's thoughts through the dust of the

years

Back to their lonely grave!

Andrew Lang.



ENGLAND'S THANKS'

(1879)

(See introduction to last poem.)

TlS not success that sends

Blood to the heart, and water to the eye,

That stirs all England to accordant cry,
' How shall we make amends

To them that nobly win or nobly lose ?
'

Not by deed's issue, but by deed we choose.

There is death in defeat,

That shows far nobler than victorious life.

Honour to those who weave their crowns of strife

In Peace's garland sweet,

But honour, too, to those whose crowns are clenched

In death-stark hands, with high hearts' life-blogd

drenched.

Take England's praise and thanks,

You, brave young Officers, brave Rank and File,

Who beat back Zulu strength, foiled Zulu guile,

On Buffalo's bare banks,

A handful 'gainst a host, through a long night
Of desperate leaguer and unequal fight.

1 This and the two following poems are reprinted by the special

permission of the Proprietors of Punch.
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Take thanks and honour too,

You that, o'er-swept by sudden-surging waves

Of savage foes, in their slain heaps found graves ;

And of them chiefly, you,

Young pair of Paladins, who clave your way,

Bearing the colours from that fatal fray.

COGHILL and MELVILLE names

That need no stone, in English hearts writ deep ;

Upon the Buffalo's scorched bank they sleep

Two^boys immortal fames !

One heart flag-folded, one as brave, I wis,

That in its last beat knew no pang but this,

'Twas his friend's prouder fate,

To wrap those Colours round his bleeding breast,

His, knee to knee to strive and strike his best,

O'er sand and thorough spate,

Ready whene'er from selle his comrade reeled

To snatch that charge, which but dead hands woulc

yield.

. Through storm of shot and spear,

Red with their own and their pursuers' blood,

On, on, o'er steep and stone, on to the flood,

That rolls, storm-swollen, near

A lift, a leap, their horses breast the tide!

vStrike shot, rain spear ! with charmed lives they ride

Alas, 'twas not to be.

Life's spark but lit them to the bank to die;

There, scarred with shot and assegai, they lie,

vSide by side, peacefully.
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The red flag round one heart of two that vowed

To save it take it, both, for common shroud.

This homage paid the dead-
Who could no more save life than honour lose

Take England's thanks and praise, their well-earned

dues

Who held that leaguered shed,

Setting Rorke's Drift, till now unhonoured name,

By Plassy and Assaye,
1 and fights of fame.

From Punch

(March 22, 1879).

1

Plassey and Assaye : the scenes, respectively, of famous

Indian victories won by Clive (1757) and Wellington (1803).
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THE PRINCE IMPERIAL

(1879)

A tragic episode in the war with Cetewayo was the death of

the young Prince Imperial of France (Napoleon Eugene Louis),

who along with his widowed mother, the Empress Eugenie, had

been living as an exile in England. Desirous of gaining military

experience, he joined Lord Chelmsford's staff as a volunteer.

On June I, 1879, he was out with a small reconnoitring party

which, after a short rest, was preparing to start again when

fifty or sixty Zulus rushed out from a donga near by and fired.

It was sauve qui pent. The Prince, who rode a restive horse,

found it impossible to mount in the sudden confusion : he faced

his assailants sword in hand, but was overpowered and stabbed.

His body was brought first to Pietermaritzburg and thence to

Durban, where it was embarked for England in H.M.S. Boadicea

amid expressions of profound regret. The bereaved Empress
came to Natal in the following year, and paid a visit to the

scene of her son's death.

1 POOR mother !

'

'Twas the first thing thought or

said,

Voice of who knows how many million hearts,

When the news came that her brave boy was dead,

That child of hopes, that youth of princely parts,

Gentle and graceful, . . . bright and brave and gay ;

Whose brief life all of love and praise had won
That within compass of its winning lay

Who was all mother could have wished her son.
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Fair-dawning day by swift eclipse so crossed,

And by an ambushed savage's stray dart!

Rich freight of hope and love so early lost,

Left but to salvage of a mother's heart !

Talk not of plots and plans that, ripening slow,

Are by this death struck down with blast and

blight ;

\Ve have no thought but for that mother's woe,

The darkness of that childless widow's night!

1 How many hundred unknown mothers mourn
Slain sons ? Why should this one our hearts so

stir ?
'

Because, set high, we see her crown of thorn,

Feel with all mothers when we feel with her.

' God help her !

'

so our prayers begin and end,

Knowing her fortune's fall, her high hope's close,

And gently, Time, bring death, that, like a friend,

Shall lay her down to share her boy's repose.

From Punch

(June 28, 1879).
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ON MAJUBA HILL

(1881)

The First Boer War broke out in December, 1880. On

February 27 in the following year occurred the memorable

disaster of Majuba Hill, when a British force of 550 men which

had scaled the steep sides of the mountain overnight in order to

dominate the position of Laing's Nek, was attacked at daybreak

by the Boers, who gradually worked their way to the summit

and drove the defenders down the slopes with heavy loss.

Sir George Colley, the British commander, was among the

killed. Terms of peace were arranged on March 23 between

the Boer leaders, Kruger, Pretorius, and Joubert, and Sir Evelyn
Wood.

THEY broke! All in vain that long- climb through
the night,

Mute and breathless, o'er donga and boulder
;

In vain the stern stand and the desperate fight

Of our Highlanders, shoulder to shoulder.

The foes, five to one, and as brave as our best,

Stormed up the steep ridges and crowded the crest.

They broke! Clean and close shot the Dutchmen,
and fast,

Right and left, fell our men, dead or dying.

What flesh could stand firm 'gainst that fierce fiery

blast,

That hot hail of bullets straight flying ?

They broke, sturdy Britons led blindly to death,

Their thin lines swept flat as by Azrael's breath.
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They broke! Dauntless STEWART, stout ERASER
in vain

Their torn ranks might rally and muster
;

In vain did they gather again and again,

Teeth set, in fierce knot and close cluster.

They broke ! Ah, the pain of that pitiful rush,

Down the Spitzkop's steep ridges o'er boulder and

bush!

They broke! Whose the fault? Gallant COLLEY
lies dead,

Brave, generous, loved all men sorrow.

To-day we must praise the slain heroes he led,

We'll portion the blame on the morrow.

'Tis scarcely disgrace to such foemen to fall,

'Tis pity such foemen are foemen at all.

From Punch
(March 12, iSSi).
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MORN ON THE REEF

The proclamation of a gold-field on the Witwatersrand in

1886 introduced a new era in the history of the Transvaal, and

indeed of South Africa. The unattractive, wind-swept ridge

between the Vaal and the upper Limpopo thenceforward became
the scene of one of the most magical transformations in the

history of the age-long quest for the precious metal. Johannes-

burg, the centre of the gold-mining industry, dates from the

above-mentioned year. From humble beginnings it has rapidly

attained the position of the industrial capital of South Africa,

with a population (1916) of over a quarter of a million, of which

about 130,000 were Europeans.
' The glories of sunrise on the Reef are all unheeded by the

thousands who there awake only to toil amid plenteous poverty.'

London Paper. A.

MORN, through the haze from the Drakensberg

stealing,

Charms the Magaliesberg into relief;

Saffron and lilac, her blushes concealing,

Herald, unheeded, the dawn on the Reef.

Sternly, the sun, like a lover offended,

Quenching in brightness the glories unseen,

Climbs the steep azure, unveiled, unattended,

Wooing the Void with imperious mien.

I

I Guarding the secrets of long perished nations

Stretches the veld from the sky to the sky,

Treeless and herbless, its vast undulations

Fleeing the vision and mocking the eye.
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Sterile the prospect, austerity-laden,

Cloudless above and unshaded below!

Nature is silent no bird and no maiden

Sing where no brook and no river will flow.

North, the Zambesi through forests is flowing,

South, the grey mountain-side shelters the vine,

East, the banana and melon are growing,

West, lie the desert, the palm and the pine.

Here is no sound of the ploughman or reaper

Never the old man may play with the child !

Only the ' claims
'

reaching farther and deeper

Only the daring by Fortune beguiled !

Talk of the glamour of gold and its getting

Nature's caprices, adventure and chance!

Struggling humanity, swearing and sweating,

Banishes these to the realms of romance.

Smoke from the chimneys, in wavelets ascending,

Dreamily fades to the limitless blue
;

Earth-prone, the 'residues', southward extending,

Pine for the depths where in silence they grew.

Murmurs of mills, on the freshening breezes,

Rise and expand like the voice of the sea,

Falling anon with a cadence that pleases,

Soft as the ripples that lave on the quay !

Hopes may lie shattered and faiths be forsaken,

Love be the ghost of a buried belief-

Strange what a sound or a touch will awaken

Memory HUSH! It is morn on the Reef.

William Blane.



THE SHANGANI PATROL
(1893)

The '

British South Africa Company ', commonly known as
' The Chartered Company ',

in which the late Mr. Cecil Rhodes

was the moving spirit, had received its charter from the Imperial

Government in 1889. In 1893 the Company had to conduct

a troublesome campaign with the warlike Matabele, who were

defeated near Bulawayo. While engaged in tracking their

fugitive king, Lobengula, Major Allan Wilson and a small

patrol about thirty men in all found themselves cut off from

their main body by the sudden rising of. the Shangani River

at a moment when they were confronted with overwhelming
numbers of the enemy. Behind their dead horses as a bar-

ricade, the troopers desperately defended themselves till their

ammunition gave out, and fell side by side, the natives after-

wards bearing testimony to their dauntless death.

THE fight was fiercely raging
Beneath a blazing sun,

And 'gainst the ambushed troopers
The odds were ten to one;

Behind them rolled Shangani
In swirling, foaming spate,

Its sullen, moaning murmur

Prophetic of their fate :

For Allan Wilson's riders,

Behind a parapet
Of dead and dying horses,

Were hopelessly beset,
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As Lobengula's Impi,
With ox-hide shields flung high,

Charged to the wild ' Usutu V
Their thund'ring battle-cry.

They faced the surging onslaught
With calm, undaunted mien!

Around, the smoke-cloud hovered

A zephyr- rifted screen,

Which gave but fleeting glimpses
When drifted by the wind

Of rank on rank advancing,
With rank on rank behind,

vSelf-preservation prompted
Some few, when hope was dead,

To wait for death no lopger,

But ride for life instead,

And some had grasped the bridle,

And some the saddle gained ;

Yet, 'twas but for a moment
Then every man remained.

.For Wilson saw them mounting,
Then cast his glance around,

And marked the helpless wounded
Thick on the reddened ground ;

His kindly heart was aching,

And filled with throbbing pain,

Full well he knew the fallen

Would never ride again.

1 Usutu : the Zulu war-cry.
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He spoke no word, but pointed
To where those wounded lay,

So, seemed to question mutely,
*

Boys, will you ride away
And leave your hapless comrades

Though 'tis to save your lives

To fall the helpless victims

Of Matabele knives ?

1 Hark to the fierce " Usutu "
!

Death comes with that dread shout
;

We know our hours are numbered
The sands of life run out !

Yet, will you leave your comrades ?

To us their wounds appeal!
Since cartridge-belts are empty,

Fall on with butt and steel !

'

Ah! louder than a bugle
That mute entreaty rang!

The carbine-butts swung upwards
As every trooper sprang

With ready acquiescence,

And hoarse defiant cheer,

To meet the death of heroes

Without reproach or fear.

Grimly they fought unconquered,
Their faces to the foe!

The last farewell was faltered

The vultures circled low
;
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God rest them ! How their passing
Sets Manhood's blood aflame,

And twines the word Shangani
With laurel-leaves of Fame.

Oh! lion-hearted soldier,

Staunch comrade to the core !

As chivalrous and knightly
As Paladin of yore !

Proud are we of the heroes

Who at Shangani fought,

But prouder that compassion
Was Valour's dying thought !

Lynn Lyster.
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THE MATOPPOS INDABA

(1896)

In March, 1896, the Matabele (see previous introduction)

again rose in revolt and cruelly murdered a number of white

settlers. By the beginning of August the rebellion was stamped

out, except in the Matoppos, from the rocky fastnesses of which

it was almost hopeless to attempt to dislodge the enemy by
armed force. It was accordingly resolved to try more pacific

means
;
and an indaba or conference having been arranged with

the chiefs, Mr. Rhodes and three others, unarmed and at the

risk of their lives, met them on August 21 in the heart of the

mountains. After listening patiently to their grievances and

promising them redress, Rhodes, with splendid daring, proceeded
to rebuke the rebel leaders for having murdered white women
and children, and then calmly asked,

' In future, is it to be

peace or war ?
' In answer, an old induna came forward and

laid his weapons at the feet of the ' Great White Chief as

a token of submission. The result of the indaba, which lasted

four hours, was a personal triumph for Rhodes, who had

achieved by a stroke of genius what a laborious and costly

campaign would almost certainly have failed to effect
;
and the

native trouble in Rhodesia was thenceforth at an end.

His sepulchre the grand Matoppos loomed

Towering above his all unconscious head!

Crag called to Peak, as thunder crashed and boomed
Its throbbing requiem, clangorous and dread,

'A Kinsman comes for whom ye mountains wait

That ye may hold his rest inviolate !

'
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With purpose steadfast as the granite hills

To whom his giant mind indeed was kin

He clomb the steeps; since, there, Rhodesia's ills

Like carrion festered, those grim walls within.

'Twas there Red Murder had its foetid lair,

And sulked a menace to the plains beneath

A rabid wolf, the cub of Mad Despair,

With slavering jaws, and poisonous, rending teeth.

'Twas there the Matabele, desperate
And maddened with the rancour of defeat,

Waited the fiat of relentless Fate,

And held the passes to their last retreat.

To them unarmed he rode the Great White Chief,

Feared and yet trusted by the savage clan,

Whose simple word won always their belief,

For when he spoke, then spoke indeed A MAN.

He knew that dauntless Courage was a King
To those fierce warriors so gave them proof

Of his blood-brotherhood, and faced the ring

Of threat'ning assegais with mien aloof

And all-contemptuous- as though he said,
4 What toys are these to which ye would appeal ?

Am I a child that I should be afraid

Because I see the sunlight flash on steel ?

4 Tell me your wrongs, that I may set them right ;

For this I come, a messenger of peace.

Why should I blench or tremble in affright ?

These be my words: Let all vain vapouring
cease

;

H
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Such only serves with children and with maids

No man is moved with brandishing of blades !

'

Sekembo, Chief and orator, then told

In burning words a glowing lava-tide

Of slights and wrongs. Despair had made him bold,

And long-pent passion would not be denied !

' List ye, my Father ! 'Twas for this we fought :

They set Mashona dogs to track the spoor
Of Matabele lions and we sought,
For this dire insult, vengeance swift and sure !

1 List ye, my Father ! Twas for this they took

Toll of our cattle in the Great Chief's name.

Small wonder that the mountain-lion shook

With bristling fury at so black a shame !

'

' Content ye, Children ! Rest from now content.

I pledge Rhodes' word your wrongs shall find

redress.

Yet first ye shall, ere they have betterment,

Make full submission, and your faults confess !

i

v How dared ye slay the women of my race ?

Were there not men enough for men to meet,

That ye should work yourselves such foul disgrace?
Are ye but dogs to spit upon and beat ?

'
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From out the ring an old Induna strode,

Then cast a broken weapon at his feet,

As though he eased him of an irksome load,

And cried,
' My Father ! thus I peace entreat !

'

As fall the hailstones from a lowering sky,

So kerrie,
1
battle-axe, and ox-hide shield,

With throwing-spear and stabbing-assegai

Clanged clattering, to the cry
' We yield ! we

yield !

'

And so with broken blades the pact was sealed!

Lynn Lyster.

1 kerrie : knob-kerrie, war-club.

H 2
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THE ENEMY

(1899)

The Great Boer War, the main events of which are still fresh

in the public memory, began in October, 1899. The reader may
consult the official History of the War in South Africa (1899-

1902), by Major-General Sir Frederick Maurice, K.C.B., and

other officers
;
or The Times History of the War in South

Africa (1899-1902).

UNSKILLED in Letters, and in Arts unversed
;

Ignorant of empire ;
bounded in their view

By the lone billowing veldt, where they upgrew
Amid great silences

;
a people nursed

Apart the far-sown seed of them that erst

Not Alva's sword could tame: now, blindly hurled

Against the march of the majestic world,

They fight and die, with dauntless bosoms curst.

Crazed, if you will
; demented, not to yield

Ere all be lost ! And yet it seems to me

They fought as noblest Englishmen did use

To fight, for freedom
;
and no Briton he,

Who to such valour in a desperate field

A knightly salutation can refuse.

Sir William Watson.
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HET LIED DER AFRIKANERS. 1

AFRIKANERS, Landgenoten,

Zijt getrouw aan Volk en Taal
;

Aan uzelven, aan elkander,

Van de Kaap tot aan de Vaal!

Van Oranje tot Zambesie,

In Natal en in Transvaal,

Afrikaners, Landgenoten,

Zijt getrouw aan Volk en Taal !

Afrikaanse Moeders, Dochters,

Afrikaanse zon en veld,

Zijn beroemd door heel de wereld,

Staan in boek en lied vermeld.

Zij bezielen ons met hope,

Hoger, edler dan het geld ;

Afrikaanse Moeders, Dochters,

Afrikaanse zon en veld.

Eenheid, Vrijheid, Recht en~ Liefde

In ons dierbaar Vaderland,
Daarvoor strijden, daarvoor lijden

Allen samen, hand aan hand.

Eenheid, Vrijheid, Recht en Liefde

Zijn der vreugde onderpand,
Eenheid, Vrijheid, Recht en Liefde

In ons dierbaar Vaderland.

N. Hofmeyr.

1 For translation see p. 137.
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OOM PAUL

(1899)

President Kruger, whose stubborn refusal to recognize the

political rights o.f the Uitlanders or foreigners in the Transvaal

was the direct cause of the war, had been the official head of

the South African Republic since 1883. In October, 1900, after

the formal annexation of the Transvaal by Britain, Mr. Kruger

proceeded to Europe, where he took up his residence at Utrecht.

He died in Europe in 1904, and was buried at Pretoria on

Dingaan's Day (December 16) of the same year.

CAST in a rugged shape, an iron mould,

Untaught, unlettered, and yet strangely wise

In reading men their lust for power or gold

Standing revealed before those shrewd old eyes.

Knowing the weakness of a stubborn race,

And with the curb of a long-practised hand

Guiding his burghers and in fitting place

Using the pregnant phrase they understand.

Strong with the strength of an unflinching will,

Stern as a man whose gifts with one accord

Are concentrated on one end. Yet still,

Whether with practised tongue or naked sword,

Whether his purpose served to save or kill,

Trusting through good and evil in his Lord.

Denys Lefebvre.
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TO LORD ROBERTS

(1899)

Field-Marshal Lord Roberts, the veteran soldier, sailed for

South Africa as Commander-in-Chief on December 23, 1899,

Lord Kitchener of Khartoum being at the same time appointed
his Chief of Staff. His only son, Lieutenant Frederick Roberts,

had been mortally wounded at Colenso a few days before in

a gallant attempt to save the guns, for which he was awarded

the Victoria Cross.

WHEN by the Tugela's bank the Terrible Ones

Thundered in vain their storm upon the wall,

And sudden, caught by hail of rifle ball,

Our men and horse went down beside the guns ;

Then learned we well how true the red blood runs

From sire to child, for many brave did fall,

But none more swift to hear his country's call

Than that heroic soul that is your son's.

Go forth, grey-headed warrior whom we love

Known by familiar name the army thro',

Go forth the son who in these five short years
Had faced the Pathan, met the Madhi's spears,

Lies in calm earth your hand must fight above :

That holy grave claims guardianship of you.

H. D. Rawnsley.



BRITAIN'S NEW YEAR

(1900)

Seldom has a darker New Year dawned for Great Britain

than that following the 'black week' of December, 1899, which

witnessed the successive reverses of Stormberg, Magersfontein,

and Colenso.

SHE sees the lips of half the nations curled,

She hears the serpent hiss of whispering hate

Mutter,
* Behold this Britain, that is great,

Reels and from off her ancient throne is hurled.'

But still for right her banners are unfurled,

For justice are her sons confederate,

And bruised and brave she doth her hour await,

With resolute calm she fronts a wondering world.

One hand, one heart, she greets the coming year,

Knowing that deeper far within her soul

Than greed of power or Mammon's deadly lust

Lies hunger to fulfil her heavenly trust,

And, claiming equal good for far and near,

To bring fair Freedom to her ultimate goal.

H. D. Rawnsley.



ON SPION KOP

(JANUARY 23, 1900)

Major H. N. Vertue, of the Buffs, Brigade-Major to General

Woodgate, was buried where he fell, on the edge of Spion Kop,
in front of the British position. Author's Note.

FOREMOST of all on battle's fiery steep

Here VERTUE fell, and here he sleeps his sleep.

A fairer name no Roman ever gave
To stand sole monument on Valour's grave.

Sir Henry Newbolt.
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WITH FRENCH TO KIMBERLEY

(FEBRUARY 15, 1900)

Kimberley, which was held by Colonel Kekewich with a force

of some 3,000 Colonial Volunteers, was relieved by General

French on February 15, 1900.

THE Boers were down on Kimberley with siege and

maxim gun ;

The Boers were down on Kimberley, their numbers

ten to one !

Faint were the hopes the British had to make the

struggle good,
Defenceless in an open plain the Diamond City stood.

They built them forts from bags of sand, they fought
from roof and wall,

They flashed a message to the south,
*

Help ! or the

town must fall !

'

And down our ranks the order ran to march at

dawn of day,

For French was off to Kimberley to drive the Boers

away.

He made no march along the line
;

he made no

front attack

Upon those Magersfontein heights that drove the

Scotchmen back
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But eastward over pathless plains by open veldt

and vley,

Across the front of Cronje's force his troopers held

their way.

The springbuck, feeding on the flats where Modder

River runs,

Were startled by his horses' hoofs, the rumble of

his guns.

The Dutchman's spies that watched his march from

every rocky wall

Rode back in haste :

' He marches east ! He threatens

Jacobsdal !

'

Then north he wheeled, as wheels the hawk, and

showed to their dismay,

That French was off to Kimberley to drive the

Boers away.

His column was five thousand strong all mounted

men and guns :

There met, beneath the world-wide flag, the world-

wide Empire's sons
;

They came to prove to all the earth that kinship

conquers space,

And those who fight the British Isles must fight the

British race!

From far New Zealand's flax and fern, from cold

Canadian snows,

From Queensland plains, where hot as fire the

summer sunshine glows ;
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And in the front the Lancers rode that New South

Wales had sent:

With easy stride across the plain their long, lean

Walers went.

Unknown, untried, those squadrons were, but proudly
out they drew

Beside the English regiments that fought at Waterloo.

From every coast, from every clime, they met in

proud array,

To go with French to Kimberley to drive the Boers

away.

He crossed the Reit and fought his way towards

the Modder bank,
The foemen closed- behind his march, and hung

upon the flank.

The long, dry grass was all ablaze, and fierce the

veldt fire runs
;

He fought them through a wall of flame that blazed

around the guns!
Then limbered up and drove at speed, though horses

fell and died
;

We might not halt for man nor beast on that wild,

daring ride.

Black with the smoke and parched with thirst, we

pressed the livelong day
Our headlong march to Kimberley to drive the Boers

away.

We reached the drift at fall of night, and camped
across the ford.

Next day from all the hills around the Dutchman's

cannons roared.
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A narrow pass between the hills, with guns on

either side
;

The boldest man might well turn pale before that

pass he tried,

For if the first attack should fail then every hope
was gone :

But French looked once, and only once, and then

he said,
* Push on !

'

The gunners plied their guns amain
;
the hail of

shrapnel flew
;

With rifle fire and lancer charge their squadrons
back we threw

;

And through the pass between the hills we swept
in furious fray,

And French was through to Kimberley to drive the

Boers away.

;

Ay, French was through to Kimberley ! And ere

the day was done

We saw the Diamond City stand, lit by the evening
sun :

Above the town the heliograph hung like an eye of

flame :

Around the town the foemen camped they knew
not that we came

;

But soon they saw us, rank on rank
; they heard

our squadrons' tread;

In panic fear they left their tents, in hopeless rout

they fled
;
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And French rode into Kimberley ;
the people cheered

amain,

The women came with tear-stained eyes to touch

his bridle rein,

The starving children lined the streets to raise a
* feeble cheer,

The bells rang- out a joyous peal to say,
4 Relief is

here !

'

Ay ! we that saw that stirring march are proud that

we can say
We went with French to Kimberley to drive the

Boers away.
A. B. Paterson.
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TO CRONJE ON MAJUBA DAY

(FEBRUARY 27, 1900)

General Cronje with 4,000 men surrendered unconditionally
to Lord Roberts at Paardeberg on February 27 the anniversary
of Majuba. (See On Majuba Hill, p. 88.)

CRONJE, on this inglorious battle day
That gave you deathless glory, on the hill

Whose crown of honour and dishonour still

Is as a crown of sorrow and dismay
For all who strive for peace ;

now held at bay,
At last must Britain bend you to her will,

And all your warrior wit and soldier skill,

Your hate, your pride, must silent pass away.

But, Cronje, by the Modder long shall stand

The trench, the mound, that in your sore distress

Gave shelter to your fire-encircled band
;

Memorials of your stubborn-hearted hand,

Long shall they tell your grim resourcefulness

And praise the laager-king of Koodoosrand.

H. D. Rawnsley.
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THE RELIEF OF LADYSMITH

(FEBRUARY 28, 1900)

None of the operations, perhaps, in the whole course of the

war were followed with more acute interest and suspense than

the successive attempts of General Buller to relieve the town of

Ladysmith, where Sir George White and his garrison, sore

bestead with hunger and disease, heroically resisted all the

attacks of the enemy during a close siege of 118 days.

LADYSMITH ours ?

Now praised be the powers!
Here's to you, Buller, my heart and my hand!

Bells rouse the people,
And flags from each steeple

Flutter to utter the joy of the land.

Thrice unprevailing,

With courage unfailing,

Doggedly British, you still dared the deed;

Knowing what faced you,
You knew how we placed you,

Valiant and gallant to help at our need.

Thanks like a fountain

Shall flow: for each mountain

Flame-girt and steel-girt in anger arose,

Ridge to ridge yielding

More desperate shielding,

All the ground trench and mound packed with

the foes.
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Not that for mothers,
For sisters, for brothers,

You fought incessantly twelve fighting days,

But that you played the game
True to our ancient name,

Buller ! ne'er fuller was Britain of praise.

Ladysmith ours ?

Fly flags from all towers!

Half-mast were better ! we think of the dea*d :

They who at Freedom's gate
Thundered and met their fate,

We own them, we crown them
;
the heroes you led.

H. D. Raivnsley.



GENERAL JOUBERT

(DIED MARCH 27, 1900)

Sir George White, the defender of Ladysmith, speaking at

Capetown on the day of General Joubert's death, described the

Boer Commandant as 'a. soldier and a gentleman, and a brave

and honourable opponent.
1

WITH those that bred, with those that loosed the

strife,

He had no part whose hands were clear of gain 5

But subtle, strong, and stubborn, gave his life

To a lost cause, and knew the gift was vain.

Later shall rise a people, sane and great,

Forged in strong fires, by equal war made one
;

Telling old battles over without hate

Not least his name shall pass from sire to son.

He may not meet the onsweep of our van

In the doomed city when we close the score
;

Yet o'er his grave his grave that holds a man
Our deep-tongued guns shall answer his once more !

R^tdyard Kipling.



THE RELIEF OF MAFEKING

(MAY 17, 1900)

The town of Mafeking, which had been held by Colonel

Baden-Powell against great odds since the middle of October of

the previous year, was relieved on May 17, 1900, by columns

under Colonel Mahon from the south and Colonel Plumer from

the north. The news aroused the most intense enthusiasm in

England and throughout the Empire.

A BLAST of war swept the Northland
,

The storm-cloud darkened fast,

Where men gazed blank at the border town

That swayed in the breath of the blast.

Above her the flag of our freedom,

About her the bolts of flame,

Fate-flung to the battle thunder,

For an everlasting fame.

Led to her fate by the harlot

Whose seat is the Southern Sea,

Bartered, for gold, to the overlord

Of the Boerland tyranny,

Dauntless she bided the darkness,

Patient she dared the fray ;

Though her beauty waned, and her sabre drooped,
As she hid her dead away.

I 2
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Day after day the foeman

Flung- deeper his metal down,
Till the iron entered "her inmost soul,

And shook the staggered town.

Then her colonel Baden-Powell

Spake in that strait, and said:
' Bide the bulk of ye down in the earth-womb brown,
While a remnant keep watch overhead.

'

Week after week so warring,
Gaunt grew her cheek, and grey,

And her limbs swung limp, and her nerveless hands
;

But never her. heart gave way.

Month after month, till a morning
Brake wild, with muffled flame,

Red roaring in rear of the foeman's line,

And the columns of succour came.

Plumer, with his colonials,

In the high -veldt vexed them sore,

And hung, like a hound, to their northern flank,

While Mahon from the southward bore.

But not yet the end for gory
She watched their ebb, and flow,

Clenching her teeth when they backward bore
;

To glow with their onset's glow.

Till, at length, a driving thunder,

When eleven score days were past,

They brake through the path of her gaolers' wrath,

And shook her free, at last.
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Free! with her grief, and her glory,
Fair crowned with fadeless bay,

For the fight she fought, for the flag she flew,

In the far veldt's lonely sway. . . .

Unfailing tireless watcher,

Abreast of the iron game,

Dealing far doom from his outpost,

Ready, whatever came,

Honour to Baden-Powell!

Long shall the wide world ring
With the glory, and the glad relief

Of our deathless Mafeking.

George Kett.
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TO LORD KITCHENER

(DECEMBER, 1900)

Lord Kitchener, who succeeded Lord Roberts as Commander-

in-Chief on the latter's return to England in December, 1900,

conducted the war, now in the tedious guerilla stage, with

characteristic thoroughness.

KITCHENER ! you of the resolute face,

The soldier heart and the lion will,

You were the man who forced the pace
Till the foe and his waggons and guns stood still.

Yours were the eyes that still foresaw,

From base to the front our safety planned,

Scorned drift bridge broken and culvert's flaw,

And fed our host in a hungry land.

Kitchener ! you of the iron smile,

The presence felt but the hand unseen,

You won our trust by the banks of Nile,

We trust you now for God and the Queen.

H. D. Rawnsley.



CECIL JOHN RHODES

(DIED MARCH 26, 1902)

The career and personality of Cecil John Rhodes, the great

Imperialist, have gripped so many imaginations and inspired so

many pens as almost to furnish material for a small anthology

in themselves. The son of a clergyman of Bishop's Stortford,

Hertfordshire, where he was born in 1853, Rhodes came to

Natal for his health in 1870, and shortly after proceeded to the

diamond fields at Kimberley, where he amassed an immense

fortune and acquired large interests in several of the great

mining companies. In the midst of his financial activities, he

had found time to study for his degree at Oxford, where he was

enrolled at Oriel College. Thereafter his life may be said to

have been devoted to one supreme object the spread of British

influence in South Africa. In 1890 he was Premier of the Cape,

but resigned in 1896 in consequence of the Jameson Raid. As

the chief director of the British South Africa Company, he was

mainly instrumental in adding the vast territory of Rhodesia to

the British Empire. On the outbreak of the South African War
in 1899 he shared in the hardships of the siege of Kimberley ;

and his health gradually failing, he died before the advent of

peace at Muizenberg, near Capetown, on March 26, 1902. By
his own desire he was buried in the Matoppo Mountains in

a rock-hewn tomb on a hill which he named 'View of the

World '

the scene of the historic indaba with the rebellious

Matabele chiefs (see introduction to The Matoppos Indaba*

p. 96.)

The publication of his will did much to silence his critics and

to place beyond controversy the lofty and public-spirited nature

of the ends which, in spite of apparent inconsistency in the

means by which he sought to further them, had been dearest to

his heart in his lifetime. In order to foster the union of the
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English-speaking peoples throughout the world, the bulk of

his great fortune was applied to founding Scholarships at

Oxford, each of the value of .300 a year, to be held by students

from every important British colony, and from every state

and territory of the United States of America. In addition to

these, fifteen scholarships were made available for students of

German birth. He bequeathed ,100,000 to his old college

of Oriel ;
while Groote Schuur, his picturesque dwelling and

grounds near Capetown, was left as an official residence for the

first Prime Minister of the Federal States of South Africa.

[See the Life by Sir Lewis Michell (2 vols., London, 1910) ;

Sir T. E. Fuller, C.J. Rhodes : A Monograph and a Reminiscence

(London, 1910).]

(i)

CLIVE AND RHODES
1 So much to do,' brave heart,

' so little done
'

?
l

What son of England left a work more grand ?

Did that fierce trader-boy who, sword in hand,

Captured the Siren Mistress of the sun

Whom only in dreams great Alexander won ?

While India, Rhodes, from Comorin's belt of sand

To where the guardian Kashmir mountains stand,

Acclaims our Clive, your work is but begun.

For see ! for hear ! how race is trampling race

Where'er the white man's tempered breezes blow !

Hear England saying,
* He won a breathing space

For English lungs where skies of azure glow '-

Hear Freedom saying,
* He gave me a brooding place

Where, 'neath the flag I love, my limbs shall grow.

Theodore Watts-Dtinton.

1 ' So little done, so much to do !

' were Rhodes's last words.
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'

(ii)

IN MEMORIAM 1

CECIL JOHN RHODES

BORN 1853. DIED MARCH 26, 1902

Lo, while the dawn of every heart's desires,

Herald of Peace, comes up the sombre sky,

Paling the night's wide ring of smouldering fires,

He was ordained to die!

His work was Peace, though such should needs be

wrought

Only of hideous War's informing breath
;

And now another Peace' than that he sought
Is his by grace of Death.

Judgement is stayed ;
so large he seems to loom

Upon the moment's too immediate sight ;

The years that lie within the future's womb
Shall weigh his worth aright.

This much we know, that through the shifting scenes,

Triumph or ill-report, his end the same,
He strove to compass, by whatever means,

The patriot's single aim.

This much were granted by his dearest foe

That hoarded wealth for him possessed no lure,

Who kept from lust of self and worldly show
His private honour pure.

1

Reprinted by the special permission of the Proprietors of

Punch.
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His was the great heart hid in homely guise,

His the imaginative force that reads

The fate of nations clear as other eyes
Foretell to-morrow's needs.

He played with half a continent for stake,

Unmoved alike by present praise or scorn,

Scheming his sanguine projects for the sake

Of peoples yet unborn.

To stretch the bounds of Empire broader still,

To make at last two kindred peoples one

Such was the labour which, for good or ill,

Dying he left undone.

Time may complete or mar the work he planned ;

Himself, beyond the care of earthly fame

The mountains guard him sleeping in the land

To which he gave his name.

Sir Owen Seaman.

(iii)

THE BURIAL

C. J. RHODES, BURIED IN THE MATOPPOS,
APRIL 10, 1902

. . .

' After a psalm and prayers, an address was delivered

by the Bishop of Mashonaland, who read Mr. Kipling's poem
amid profound silence.' Sir T. E. Fuller, Cecil Rhodes, p. 267.

WHEN that great Kings return to clay,

Or Emperors in their pride,

Grief of a day shall fill a day,

Because its creature died.
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But we we reckon not with those

Whom the mere Fates ordain,

This Power that wrought on us and goes
Back to the Power again.

Dreamer devout, by vision led

Beyond our guess or reach,

The travail of his spirit bred

Cities in place of speech.
So huge the all-mastering thought that drove-
So brief the term allowed

Nations, not words, he linked to prove
His faith before the crowd.

It is his will that he look forth

Across the world he won
The granite of the ancient North

Great spaces washed with sun.

There shall he patient make his seat

(As when the Death he dared),
And there await a people's feet

In the paths that he prepared.

There, till the vision he foresaw

Splendid and whole arise,

And unirnagined Empires draw
To council 'neath his skies,

The immense and brooding Spirit still

vShall quicken and control.

Living he was the land, and dead,

His soul shall be her soul !

Rudyard Kipling.
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PEACE

(1902)

The terms of peace, after being discussed and agreed to by
a meeting of Boer delegates at Vereeniging, were signed at

Pretoria on May 31, 1902, by ten of the chief Boer leaders, and

by Lords Kitchener and Milner for the Imperial Government.

No more to watch by Night's eternal shore,

With England's chivalry at dawn to ride
;

No more defeat, faith, victory O ! no more

A cause on earth for which we might have died.

Sir Henry Neivbolt.
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THE FIRST OF JUNE
(1902)

PEACE and war are one in proof of England's death-

less praise.

One divine day saw her foemen scattered on the sea

Far and fast as storm could speed ;
the same strong

day of days
Sees the imperial commonweal set friends and

foemen free.

Save where freedom reigns, whose name is England,
fraud and fear

Grind and blind the face of men who look on

her and lie :

Now may truth and pride in 'truth, whose seat of

old was here,

See them shamed and stricken blind and dumb as

worms that die.

Even before our hallowed hawthorn-blossom pass
and cease,

Even as England shines and smiles at last upon
the sun,

Comes the word that means for England more than

passing peace,

Peace with honour, peace with pride in righteous
work well done.

Crowned with flowers the first of all the world and
all the year,

Peace, whose name is one with honour born of war,
is here.

Algernon Charles Swinburne.
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' HOW SLEEP THE BRAVE'

The losses from all causes on the British side in the South

African War were approximately 25.000. The Boer losses are

uncertain.

I

DRUMMER HODGE

THEY throw in Drummer Hodge, to rest

Uncoffined just as found :

His landmark is a kopje-crest

That breaks the veldt around
;

And foreign constellations west

Each night above his mound.

Young Hodge the Drummer never knew
Fresh from his Wessex home

The meaning of the broad Karoo,
The Bush, the dusty loam,

And why uprose to nightly view

Strange stars amid the gloam.

Yet portion of that unknown plain

Will Hodge for ever be
;

His homely Northern breast and brain

Grow up a Southern tree,

And strange-eyed constellations reign

His stars eternally.

Thomas Hardy,
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II

THREE EPITAPHS

(tj

TELL England, you that pass our monument,
Men who died serving Her rest here, content.

(K)

Together, sundered once by blood and speech,

Joined here in equal muster of the brave,

Lie Boer and Briton, foes each worthy each:

May peace strike root into their common grave,

And blossoming where the fathers fought and died,

Bear fruit for sons that labour side by side.

(iii)

Where'er I fall, like yonder ripped
Old elm, there lay me

;
so but one

Small brass hang where the solemn crypt
Gives respite from the Cape Town sun,

Hard by the hurrying street, alive

With strength and youth : 'tis all I claim,

That where the heart is, there survive

The dust and shadow of a name.

Fydell Edmund Garrett.
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III

THE LONE VELD-GRAVES

THE Veld-wind's soft caressing,

Impressed in gentle blessing,

Has kissed the mounds away !

Rough carven, rude and humble,
Prone now, their Crosses crumble

Where desert wild-things stray !

Though we may deem them sleeping,

Our deathless Dead are keeping
A warden-vigil still !

Though herds their graves may trample,

Nath'less their life's ensample
Points ever to the Hill

Of Selfless Abnegation
Where lies our own salvation,

And where the Day-star gleams;

For, from the Veld's lone places

The heroes of TWO RACES

Bequeath to us their dreams !

Lynn Lyster.
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A SONG OF UNION
(1910)

The Union of the British Colonies in Sotith Africa came into

operation on May 31, 1910. The following poem fitly expresses

the appropriate aspirations of the two. white peoples in working

together for the common good and in achieving a national unity.

YE who dwell on the lonely farmsteads,

By wind-swept kopje, and sun-drench'd plain ;

And ye who spring from the misty Island

Whose brood has conquered the restless main :

Lo, the spirits of all the fallen

Call aloud from the blood-stain'd veld ;

List to their voices, pause and hearken

Ere hasting- day into darkness melt :

4

Brothers, we fought for you the battle
;

Pour'd our blood on the veld like rain
;

Garner ye nought of that bitter sowing ?

Shall all our toil be spent in .vain ?

*

Purge yourselves of your petty hatreds
;

Your mean distrust
;

let discord cease
;

Out of the wreck of your strife and tumult

Rear a temple of lasting peace !

1 Out of life's chaos of storm and evil

Springs the spirit of truth sublime:

So, weave from the past that tatter'd garment
The golden robe of the coming time !

K
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4

Lo, ye have passed thro' the fiery furnace
;

Now for the anvil fit are ye;
There to be welded, wrought and fashioned,

Into a nation great and free!

4 Ye who pause in ignoble languor ;

Ye who lookHo the paltry gain,

Thinking of self and not of country ;

Has all our blood been spilt in vain ?

4

Capture and crown the flying moment
;

Pause not, behold it is passing fair!

Brothers, arise to exalted action

Or wither for aye in the old despair!

4 Falter not, ye are more than brothers,

Sally forward, now, hand in hand
;

Bury the past, and feed the future;

Think of your children your sun-lov'd Land !

4 Widen your thoughts to your veld's own vastness
;

Cleanse -your hearts like your cloudless skies
;

Dwell in an atmosphere, high and holy,

Where discord vanishes hatred dies!

4 Then from your loins shall spring a people,

Free and joyous a giant race

Scions of Nelson and De Ruyter,
Of Richard King and Peter Uys !

'

Francis Carey Slater.



FROM THE CAPE TO CAIRO

The establishment of an 'all-red
'

direct line of communication

between the Cape and Cairo, which was one of the projects of

the late Cecil Rhodes, and with which considerable progress
had been made before his death, bids fair to be realized in the

not distant future.

FROM Capetown's mountain -minster, from Durban's

lake of sleep,

The steeds of steel are hasting, their inland tryst to

keep;
From Inyak

1 and Algoa, from rock-barr'd Buffalo

For whereso'er the white men fare, those steeds of

steel must go.

Their manes are thick with vapour, their breath

with steam and fire,

Their feet are shod with iron, swift feet that never

tire.

With harness as of war-horse in metall'd mail they

shine,

Yet may not cease on tasks of peace to tread their

measured line.

Across the tawny desert that slender thread is flung,

O'er arch'd and column 'd granite the bridge of bronze

is hung;

1
Inyak : Delagoa Bay ; strictly a small island in the bay,

opposite Lourengo Marques.

K 2
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Beneath the Rainbow Forest 'tis washed with torrent

spray,

And through the sand, one burning band, sparkles
the living way.

Scarce from the beaten pathway hath the lean lion

fled,

Still the baboon stands barking on ridges overhead.

The savage, in dark gorges, where gaunt hyenas

lurk,

'

With the set face of stoic race watches the wizard

work.

All by the wild Hex River is hewn the upward
track,

Where midnight from black basalt takes on a deeper

black,

On the Karoo's wide reaches is stretched the ringing
rail

;

And the wan day dawns faint and grey o'er grass-

veld parch 'd and pale.

Climb, climb, ye highland horses, the tryst is far-

ther yet,

The seal of boundless purpose upon your course is

set.

With gold of greater Ophirs than Tyre or Sheba

knew,

Ye bear the spoil of wine and oil, till one great
dream come true.
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Then, when the ways lie open, and north and south

are one,

Choose of your swiftest racers that new-built path
to run

;

Like plume above his forehead let the high torch

be lit,

A sign to show what pilgrims go where the dark

races sit.

By silent Tanganyika the thunder-wheel shall beat

By all the land-bound waters shall press those

flaming feet

Shall pierce the central forests for many an endless

mile,

Burst with their freight through Egypt's gate, and

race beside the Nile.

The old gods lie in slumber, with lotus on their lids,

They couch beneath the shadow of purple pyramids.
The young god leaps among them, the god of wheels

and links,

Who lives by speed, and may not heed the riddle

of the sphinx.

The oldest of the cities shall see earth's newest

things ;

The oldest of the rivers shall feel their rushing

wings.

Oh, messengers of magic, not vainly are ye spent ;

The word ye give makes nations live, and binds a

continent !

Lance Fallaw.



EPILOGUE

GIVES ROMANI

WHITE race, around this half-won land .

Your slender chain is flung,

Whether from Holland's sea-swept strand

Your ancient stock is sprung ;

Whether the records of your line

Proclaim the Huguenot ;

Or whether, bearing Britain's sign,

From teeming towns by Clyde or Tyne
Ye come as overflow:

Full often will your thoughts leap back

To catch the older charm,

The busy street, the rustic track,

The sea-port, or the farm.

Yet let not misty memories press

Too close upon the brow
;

Let them be dear yet none the less

Turn mind and heart to raise and bless

The land that holds you now.

Let the swart tribes that round you fare

Live scatheless and apart.

Do ye, white workers, fearless share

The tasks of mine and mart.
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The men who sailed, and found, and fought,

They too can delve and build,

And carve the image of their thought,
And raise again the soul that wrought

In every ancient guild.

The mountain-barrier and the plain

Have no mean limits here;

Wide-sweeping as the boundless main

Our vast half-hemisphere.
From Durban to the Orange shore

One face the veld-land wears,

Whose silent spaces all implore
One master-race to mould it more,
And love to call it theirs.

But not as British, not as Dutch

Shall that race speak and think.

The soil itself is like a touch

Of feeling, and a link.

By Weenen of the weeping night,

On Isandhlwana's hill,

Yea, and in dark Colenso's fight,

Lie men who now might rede us right,

Had we the hearer's skill.

Perish the feuds that mar and clash !

Let this new nation rise,

Unfettered as the summer flash

In Afric's midnight skies
;
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Breathing
1 the wind that sweeps at will

This great blue southern dome;
Fearless of war, yet keener still

To bridge the drift, and mine the hill,

And lead the harvest home.

So from the Cape that boldly rounds

Our southward continent,

Up to the mighty
4 smoke that sounds

' l

O'er canons cleft and rent,

By tended stream, no longer dry,

By coal-bed and by well,

Far as the plains that round. them lie

With space and height for purpose high,

The Great White Race shall dwell !

Lance Fallaw.

1 The Victoria Falls, on the Zambesi.



THE SONG OF THE AFRICANDERS 1

AFRICANDERS, fellow-burghers,

Loyal be to Volk* and Taal*;

;

To yourselves, to one another,

From the Cape unto the Vaal!

From the Orange to Zambesi,

In Natal and in Transvaal,

Africanders, fellow-burghers,

Loyal be to Volk and Taal!

Africander mothers, daughters,
Africanders' sun and plain,

Famous are the wide world over,

Song and story know their name.

They inspire us with a hope that

Higher, nobler is than gain ;

Africander mothers, daughters,

Africanders' sun and plain.

Union, Freedom, Right and Love

In our well-loved Fatherland,

For that strive we, for that suffer

All together, hand in hand.

1 ' Het lied der Afrikaners'
; p. 137 ;

an attempt has been made,
at some sacrifice, to preserve the metrical form of the original.

2
People.

3
Language.
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Union, Freedom, Right and Love
These of bliss the surest band

Union, Freedom, Right and Love
In our well-loved Fatherland.
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